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ABSTRACT

We have developed an algorithm to detect holes in multi-dimensional real-valued

surfaces—such as the potential energy surfaces (PESs) that describe the nuclear motion of

molecules in the context of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. For our purposes, a

PES “hole” is defined as an unphysical saddle point, beyond which the potential energy

typically drops without limit to negative infinity. PES holes are numerical artifacts that

can arise when fitting PES functional forms to discrete ab initio data—even when the data

is of high quality, and/or for comparatively few degrees of freedom (d.o.f.s). Often

undetected, PES holes can have devastating effects on subsequent dynamical calculations,

especially if they occur at low energies. We present a highly efficient algorithm designed

to systematically identify hole configurations and energies. The method is applied to a

variety of bona fide molecular PESs, ranging up to 48 d.o.f.s. A number of previously

undetected PES holes are reported here, evidently for the first time—surprisingly, even for

PESs that have been available on the market for decades.

In addition to the “standard” algorithm developed for this purpose, various augments

have been developed with the aim of providing specific tools to PES developers. These

tools will enable PES developers either to plug the holes or to circumvent them entirely.

These tools may be of great benefit for PES developers, who can use the information they

provide to “patch” the holes. More generally, the methodology can be applied in any

context involving multi-dimensional surfaces.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Quantum and classical dynamics of molecular systems

In the field of computational physics, it is often desirable to “solve” quantum

mechanical1 systems, in the sense of computing energy eigenstates2 (energy levels and

wavefunctions). However, this can be extremely challenging to do efficiently, especially

when there are many degrees of freedom (d.o.f.s),3 many quantum states,4 and/or when a

high degree of accuracy is desired. For molecular systems, the Born-Oppenheimer

approximation5 enables the electronic and nuclear subsystems to be solved

separately—by assuming that the heavy nuclei are “stationary,” insofar as the electrons are

concerned. Solving the electronic structure problem6 at a large range of nuclear

geometries then enables the potential energy surface (PES)7 to be constructed, which is

then used to describe the nuclear motion dynamics.

What happens next depends on the level of theory employed to model the nuclear

motion. The simplest and the most scalable strategy is the classical trajectory simulation

(CTS).8–10 Newton’s laws11 are solved across the full-dimensional PES configuration

space.12 Ideally, this is done for a statistical ensemble13 of initial conditions, although

there can be as few as just one classical trajectory computed. While it is possible, and

sometimes useful, to treat the nuclear motion classically, an accurate characterization of,

say, a molecule’s bound vibrational states,14 requires a quantum treatment. Specifically,

the vibrational nuclear motion Hamiltonian operator15,16 (including the PES) is

represented in some truncated finite basis17 of N functions as an N×N matrix, which is

1
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then diagonalized18 to compute vibrational quantum eigenstates.

Note that in both contexts, an accurate PES function across the entire configuration

space is required. For more than 6 or so d.o.f.s, this can be difficult for PES developers to

achieve in practice—especially for highly anharmonic PESs, or as the molecule is

significantly displaced from its equilibrium geometry19(EG). In practice, PESs are often

constructed as Taylor series20 or other polynomial expansions about the EG, or as fits or

interpolations to a discrete set of “ab initio”21 points. As the dimensionality (or number of

d.o.f.s) increases, both strategies are subject to unphysical defects that can greatly hamper

the accuracy of the resultant dynamics calculations. Perhaps the worst kind of PES defects

are “holes,” which for our purposes are taken to be unphysical saddle points22 beyond

which the minimum energy path descends to negative infinite energy.

For large dimensional systems, holes can be a common occurrence, especially for PES

fits that are expressed as polynomial anharmonic force fields23 (AFFs, e.g., from the

aforementioned polynomial expansions). The basic problem here is that the contributions

from the many higher order PES expansion terms needed to accurately model mode

coupling and anharmonicity fairly close to the EG get greatly magnified further out—in

regions which, in addition, can involve coupling across many d.o.f.s. If all such regions

are not checked explicitly during the fit, there is a high likelihood of holes appearing. On

the other hand, such checks can be very difficult in practice, owing to the vast number of

possible displacement directions in a large-dimensional configuration space, especially the

further out one ventures from the EG. It seems that in practice, most PES developers are

able to spot and fix holes in combined directions of up to three or four normal mode

2
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d.o.f.s24–26 However, the present study indicates that some holes involve simultaneous

displacement of up to ten normal modes.

If a numerical PES with unphysical holes is then used for dynamics calculations, the

effects can be devastating—particularly for holes that lie below the true De molecular

dissociation energy. Such holes therefore impose an artificial limit on the energy above

which an accurate dynamical calculation can be performed. What is worse, it can be

difficult to even know for sure if one has entered a hole region. In quantum dynamics

calculations, for instance, this can manifest as very slow convergence27 or spurious energy

levels, or even subtler effects. This is again because of the vast number of possible basis

set expansion directions, meaning that new basis functions get added to any particular

region only very rarely.

In CTSs, the presence of an unphysical hole is unambiguously signaled via trajectories

that lead to arbitrarily large molecular fragment separation distances at energies below De.

Indeed CTSs (along with Monte Carlo methods) are one strategy which previous

researchers have used to attempt to discover PES holes.28 However, since a PES hole

typically constitutes a narrow saddle point within (once again) an extremely broad range

of possible directions, there is no guarantee that even a very large statistical sampling will

give rise to any configurations in the hole region beyond the narrow “dividing surface.”

It appears that PES holes are becoming an increasingly troublesome nuisance, as PES

developers and dynamicists alike strive towards ever more degrees of freedom. In Ref. 29,

our group encountered issues with a published PES of methyleneimine.30 In Ref. 31,

3
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Thomas et al complain about a hole in a published Uracil PES. Similarly, we found

inconvenient PES holes32 in a recently published numerical PES for the highly

anharmonic OCHCO+ cation,33 lying well below the known dissociation energy for either

of its H-C bonds. In the course of this project, we report an evidently newly-discovered

hole for a numerical benzene PES published decades ago.34 Despite being a venerable

PES on which a fair number of dynamical studies have been performed over the years

(including one of our own),35,36 it turns out to have a PES hole at a mere 2418 cm−1!

What is clearly needed is a simple, reliable, systematic, and efficient numerical method

which—for an arbitrary numerical PES with any reasonable number of d.o.f.s (up to 100,

say)—is guaranteed to find all low-lying PES holes in energetically-increasing order. Such

a tool would be a great boon to the community, enabling PES developers to identify—and

subsequently fix—their PESs holes before placing them on the market. We implement this

tool in a simple code called Crystal. Of course, we recognize that once holes are

identified, “fixing” the PESs still presents a nontrivial challenge—i.e., how to modify the

PESs so as to remove the holes, while still providing an accurate fit elsewhere. We do not

address this challenge here, but rather leave that for the PES developers. We do, however,

provide a means of temporarily “plugging” holes, so that higher-lying holes may also be

identified. Although we present our method with molecular PESs in mind, we also

recognize that it is in fact applicable to any multi-dimensional surface. The algorithm

could thus find applicability far beyond computational molecular dynamics.

4
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS AND ALGORITHMS

2.1 Overview

To find PES holes, and otherwise assess a numerical PES, one can imagine exploring all

points in a rectangular lattice distributed over the d.o.f. ranges of interest. However, when

systems with large dimensionality are considered, it is not possible to explicitly examine

all lattice points in this manner, owing to the exponential scaling of effort with system

dimensionality. PES developers and dynamicists alike thus use various techniques to

restrict the region of configuration space considered, while still ensuring that it is

sufficiently large as to capture all of the relevant dynamics. Generally speaking, the

configuration space region of interest is taken to be that for which all enclosed points

(Q1,Q2, ...QD) have a potential energy V (Q1,Q2, ...QD) that is less than some chosen

cutoff value, Vcut, defining the dynamically relevant energy range. Note that here and

elsewhere, D denotes the dimensionality of configuration space, or the number of d.o.f.s.

One approach used to achieve the above goal is the aforementioned CTS strategy,

sampling trajectories up to a maximum classical energy equal to Vcut. Another would be to

“prune” the rectangular lattice search loop described above, one d.o.f. at a time. In this

pruned approach, the truncation limits at a given d.o.f. level depend on the specific values

of the higher-level d.o.f.s, and are thus correlated. However, the pruned approach is not

completely reliable for arbitrary PESs.32 Note that even with pruned truncation, it can be

difficult to reliably evaluate the PES for holes and other features. To this end, “slice” plots

of a numerical PES (typically through the EG) can be constructed for visual inspection

5
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purposes (e.g. to detect holes), but these can only be taken 2 or 3 d.o.f.s at a time.

As an alternative to the various strategies described above, we here adopt a simpler,

different approach: start at a lattice point or points known to lie inside the relevant

configuration space region of interest (e.g., at the EG itself), and then add to this set by

expanding judiciously outwards. This procedure is “essentially” guaranteed (modulo

discretization issues as per Sec. 2.4.4) to capture all desired lattice points within a simply

connected region of interest, while excluding all points outside the boundary. This is the

underlying strategy of the Crystal algorithm proposed here, which also employs a number

of algorithmic refinements to ensure robustness, speed, and scalability. Of course, Crystal

need not be restricted to PES functions V (Q1,Q2, ...QD), but can be applied to any

real-valued multi-dimensional surface function and cutoff value. Moreover, in its broadest

terms, there need not even be a function per se; all that Crystal requires is some test

criterion that can be applied to any given lattice point, to determine whether or not it

belongs to the region of interest.

Insofar as finding all desired lattice points within a region is concerned, the Crystal

algorithm scales linearly with D, rather than exponentially. However, this assumes a fixed

number of desired lattice points, N. In practice, N itself increases with D—but again,

polynomially, rather than exponentially. For fixed D but varying N (as would occur, e.g.,

by increasing the value of Vcut), the scaling is roughly N*logN (though sometimes appears

to be closer to linear N scaling). In the PES context, these scalings apply whether the

normal mode d.o.f.s are strongly anharmonic/coupled or not. Moreover, there is no bias

whatever pertaining to the EG configuration, as there is, e.g., in the “slice” approach.

6
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Consequently, Crystal is able to find PES holes efficiently, irrespective of how many

displaced d.o.f.s they involve. As to how Crystal achieves this, based on its determination

of all lattice points up to V =Vcut, this is described in Secs. 2.2 and 2.4.2.

2.2 Collecting the desired lattice points

The basic operation of the Crystal algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. First, it requires

the input of one or more lattice points known to be in the region of interest (i.e. which

pass the test criterion as described above). Then, new lattice points are added to this initial

set in a sequence of outward expansions.

In the first expansion or “growth” step, Crystal explores the “1-simplex” around each

point in the initial set—where 1-simplex is defined to mean the set of all lattice points that

lie at a distance of one lattice spacing away from a given point. There are thus 2∗D

1-simplex points around any given point in the initial set. The process of finding all such

initial set 1-simplex points is called the “simplicial search.” The union of all such

1-simplex points minus the intersection with the initial set itself (i.e., the unique set of

new lattice points) is called the “simplicial shell” around the current set. Within a

simplicial shell, we “accept” the new lattice points if and only if they obey the V <Vcut

criterion. Accepted points are then added to the initial set, to form the current set.

Additional expansion steps are then applied until no new accepted points are generated,

signaling that all desired points within the region have been added to the current set. This

procedure is described graphically in Fig. 2.1.

In practice, the above procedure is implemented in three phases: (1) perform the

7
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simplicial search; (2) apply the test criterion to all individual 1-simplex points, thereby

generating the so-called prospective points; (3) sort the prospective points, and remove

duplicates, as well as points that are already in the initial set. This results in the final,

unique set of accepted points.

Subsequent expansion steps are performed similarly to the first expansion step, with

some small differences. First, the simplicial search phase is applied only to the accepted

points from the previous step, rather than to the entire current set. In principle this saves

some numerical effort, although in practice the simplicial shell volume comes to dominate

the entire region when the dimensionality is large. Second, the accepted points are added

to the current set from the previous step (rather than to the initial set), to generate the new

current set.

The above procedure is guaranteed to terminate, provided there are no PES holes (nor

any other, legitimate transition states leading to dissociation) lying below Vcut. If,

conversely, the algorithm fails to terminate within a reasonable amount of time, at an

energy Vcut known to lie below the first dissociation threshold, then this signals the

definitive presence of a PES hole region, into which we have “spilled over.”

2.3 Efficient sorting of lattice points, and removal of duplicates

A binary sort algorithm was constructed as a part of Crystal, and is utilized in a manner

that ensures that the current set of lattice points does not contain any duplicates. To the

authors’ best knowledge, our specialized implementation is much more efficient for the

purpose at hand, both in terms of computational time and memory requirements, than are

8
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standard implementations using data structures with pointers, such as linked lists or binary

trees. The reason is that ordinary integer arrays are used, so that pointers may be

dispensed with entirely. At the same time, no array entries are unused or duplicated, yet

the structure still allows for rapid binary searching and tree modification. Our approach is

also far simpler to implement than are hash tables, for which hash collisions are in any

event always a potential concern.

In a binary tree algorithm, each new data object gets added to the existing tree as

follows. One starts at the top of the tree and works one’s way down by following the left

or right branch at each level. Specifically, if the new data object is “less than” (in a fully

ordered sense that must be defined) the data objects associated with the present node to

which it is being compared, then it follows the left branch to a new node; if it is greater, it

follows the right branch. Eventually, we reach either an exact copy of the data object

(meaning that it already exists in the tree), or we reach the bottom of the tree (meaning

that the data object does not yet belong to the tree). In the latter case, a new branch and

node are created for the now-properly-sorted data object.

This process is demonstrated in the top left part of Fig. 2.2 for the present application,

for which the data objects are taken to be the lattice points or vectors, (Q1,Q2, . . . ,QD).

Note that without loss of generality, the D d.o.f.s can be rescaled so that the lattice spacing

in each direction is unity. We adopt this convention here, and throughout this work. For

illustrative purposes, consider an example for which D = 3, and the tree currently consists

of the following five vectors: (0,0,0), (0,0,2), (0,-2,0), (0,2,0) and (0,0,1). The ordering is

defined as follows. If the first component of vector X is greater than the first component of

9
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vector Y, then X>Y. If the first component values are equal, then to “break the tie,” we

compare the second components in the same manner, and so on and so forth. The vectors

are equal if all component values are the same.

In addition to the above structure, our array-based algorithm also uses an integer label

for each vector—corresponding to the order in which those vectors appear in the arrays,

which is also the order in which they were added to the tree. Taking this to be the order of

presentation above, the first vector in the five-vector list, i.e., (0,0,0), is labeled as vector

number 1, (0,0,2) is vector number 2, and so on. Based on the discussion above, it is clear

that this would have given rise to a binary tree structure as indicated in the upper left panel

of Fig. 2.2. In conventional binary tree algorithms, each node is a data structure, for which

the left and right branches are implemented using pointers to other nodes, as indicated in

the upper right panel of Fig. 2.2. Such a structure allows for efficient binary sorting and

flexible growth. However, there is quite substantial computational overhead associated

with the use of pointers.

In our pointer-free implementation, we first introduce the array A[i], used to store the

vectors themselves in the order indicated (e.g., A[2]=(0,0,2), etc.). Each new vector is

added to the end of the A[i] array, and so no sorting or rearrangement of data is ever

required. In addition to the vector array A[i], we also employ two integer arrays, Left[i]

and Right[i], which effectively replace the left and right branch pointers, by storing the

index values of the vectors pointed to by the left and right branches of vector A[i]. Thus

for example, Left[2]=5, and Right[2]=4. Branches that have not yet “bloomed” are

assigned a value of 0.

10
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When a new vector is to be entered into the tree, it starts at the “top” via comparison

with A[1], the first vector entered. If, for the sake of argument, it is found to be larger than

A[1], then Right[1]=2 informs us that the next comparison should be with A[2], etc. In

subsequent steps the new vector moves down through the tree, until it either finds a match

or reaches the bottom. Note that what we are describing here is essentially the

implementation of phase (3) of Sec. 2.2. Otherwise, it is a unique new entry that must be

added to the tree. This is signaled by the most recent value of Left[i] or Right[i] being

equal to zero. Now let j be the current length of the arrays—i.e., the size of the current

set. For example, for the case described in Fig. 2.2, we have as our new vector (0,1,0), and

and j = 5. The current comparison is vs. A[4]. Since (0,1,0) is less than A[4]=(0,2,0), we

should follow the left branch. But Left[4]=0, meaning that we have reached the bottom of

the tree. So the following things happen instead: j→ ( j+1) = 6; A[6]→ (0,1,0);

Left[4]→6; Left[6]→0; Right[6]→0.

2.4 Finding and “plugging” PES holes

2.4.1 The Crystal code

The Crystal code is written in FORTRAN 90. It is especially convenient for AFF

polynomial PESs expressed in vibrational normal mode coordinates Qi, although it can in

fact be applied to any PES. The Crystal code takes the following as its inputs:

V (Q1,Q2, ...QD); Vcut, D; lattice spacing parameter Nscal; initial set of lattice points,

(Q1,Q2, ...QD).

Most of the calculations performed here were run on a single node of the Quanah
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computational cluster (192GB, 36 cores), maintained by the Texas Tech University High

Performance Computing Center. Computational requirements for individual calculations

are described in Sec. 4.

2.4.2 Detection of PES holes

In the absence of PES holes, the number of lattice points N in the region defined by

V <Vcut increases smoothly as a function of Vcut. Conversely, if a hole exists, then for all

Vcut >Vhole (where Vhole is the value of the PES at the unphysical hole saddle point), N

diverges, owing to the infinite configuration space that has become available beyond the

hole saddle point. In practice, a very large hard-coded upper bound Nmax is chosen, such

that the code terminates with a warning message if N ever reaches Nmax—as this will

signal the almost certain presence of a hole.

In practice then, to hunt for PES holes, one simply runs Crystal using a range of Vcut

values lower than the first bona fide dissociation saddle point, and watches out for the

N = Nmax warning in the output files. Another indication, of course, is that the code is

taking far longer than usual to run. Either way, it is clear that there is a PES hole to

contend with. If this is the situation, the next step is to “hone in” on the precise location of

the troublesome hole.

2.4.3 “Honing in” on a PES hole once detected; part one

Having simply discovered that there is a hole problem is not enough; the next step is to

hone in on the precise location of the hole saddle point, both in terms of its location in

configuration space, and also its saddle point energy Vhole. With regard to zeroing in on
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the energy, this is achieved through a simple “divide-and conquer” strategy reminiscent of

a binary search. Based on the output of Sec. 2.4.2, it is assumed that we have one value of

the potential cutoff, Vcut =Vcut1, for which N� Nmax, and another larger value

Vcut =Vcut2 for which N = Nmax. The next step is to apply Crystal again for some

intermediate value of Vcut—say, Vcut = (Vcut1 +Vcut2)/2. Based on the resultant N value,

the intermediate Vcut becomes either the new Vcut1 or Vcut2, and the process is repeated

until a sufficiently narrow energy window is achieved.

So what does “sufficiently narrow” mean exactly? In practice, it means that the

difference in the number of lattice points N, between Vcut and the most recent Vcut1, is the

minimal difference. Ideally, “minimal difference” means a single lattice point, although in

truth, many PESs have symmetry, as a result of which there will be a multiple number of

essentially equivalent lattice points that get added. In any event, the end result of this

exercise is not only a small energy bracket ideally surrounding Vhole (though see below),

but also, a specific lattice point configuration (modulo symmetry, i.e. the most recent

lattice point added), identifying the approximate location of the hole.

In practice, this is done as follows. Starting from the final Vcut1 lattice as described

above, one final, additional simplicial shell is added, with new points discarded according

to the Vcut2 criterion. If necessary, Vcut2 can be continually reduced until the minimal

number of new lattice points is added—i.e., just a single new lattice point, modulo

symmetry. This is the lattice hole point.
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2.4.4 The role and the determination of the lattice spacing

The above procedures are essentially “fool-proof,” in the limit that the lattice spacings

in all d.o.f. directions are arbitrarily fine. Of course, this is not viable, in practice, if the

dimensionality is large. In real calculations, one must make a reasonable choice for the

lattice spacing in each direction. This is defined to be a choice that is small enough to

capture all dynamically vital features of the PES landscape, yet large enough to be

numerically tractable. In practice then—and particularly for complicated PES

landscapes—a good strategy might be to repeat the calculations described above for

several different choices of the lattice spacing. What one looks for here is general

consistency in the results, indicating that the graining is sufficiently fine.

In particular, lattice spacings that are too large can result in “course graining errors”

such as artificial hole saddle points, and/or lattice hole points with properties that are very

different from the “real” hole saddle points. In particular, it might well not be the case

(and generally is not) that Vhole actually lies within the energy window defined by the final

Vcut1 and Vcut2 values. For example, if the true hole saddle point lies right in the middle

between the lattice hole point and one of its nearest neighbors, then Vhole >Vcut2.

Conversely, the true hole minimum energy path might snake its way out to infinity without

actually approaching the lattice hole point very closely, which could result in Vhole <Vcut1.

Such things are possible—and indeed, probable—in large-dimensional spaces.

The remedy for these scenarios is presented in the next subsection. Meanwhile, here,

we discuss the choice of lattice spacing that was used for most of the calculations of this

study—at least as a starting point. First, we observe that for all of the molecular
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applications considered here, the PES is in an AFF form. This means that at sufficiently

low energy, the systems are described by their harmonic approximations. In general, in

quantum mechanics, very fine features of the PES are “averaged over” by the Heisenberg

uncertainty principle. For harmonic normal mode systems, individual quanta are

associated with single-mode regions in phase space of volume 2π~. Therefore, if scaled

normal mode coordinates are used, such that ~= 1, and the phase space extent is equal in

both position and momentum directions (i.e., harmonic phase space contours become

circles instead of ellipses), then a lattice spacing of
√

2π corresponds to one lattice point

per Planck cell.32 For additional redundancy, in order to be on the “safe side,” throughout

this work, our default choice of lattice spacing corresponds to half the Planck cell

volume—i.e.
√

π, in the units described above. For convenience, we apply a final rescaling

in each normal mode direction by
√

π, such that all lattice spacings become unity.

2.4.5 “Honing in” on a PES hole once detected; part two

As discussed in the previous subsection, the lattice spacing chosen for the applications

presented here—while generally sufficient for detecting PES holes—will not in general

provide precise information pertaining to the hole saddle point location and PES value.

Unfortunately, simply increasing the density of lattice points is not a practical strategy—a

mere doubling of the density in each d.o.f. leads to an increase in N by a factor of 2D, for

instance. A “fine-grained” determination of the hole saddle point therefore requires a

different strategy.

First, however because of the possibility that the detected hole might be artificial, it is

necessary to confirm that we do indeed have the right hole location. Verification of hole
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locations is easily achieved by starting from the lattice hole point, and finding a

continuous path from there over which the energy monotonically decreases to arbitrarily

negative values. Generally speaking, one can simply move in a straight line outward (or

alternatively, in the direction of the lattice hole point gradient). If this turns out not to be

monotonic, then a simple steepest descent approach is guaranteed to find the right path to

negative infinity, if the lattice hole point is in roughly the right location. In any event, the

straight line approach was found to suffice for all of the molecules considered herein.

Having verified that the lattice hole point is not artificial, the next step is an accurate

determination of the true saddle point, achieved by “moving inwards” from the lattice hole

point. Specifically, we minimize the magnitude of the gradient of the PES, starting from

the lattice hole point. Since it should be reasonably close to the true saddle point to begin

with, this gradient minimization approach is stable, and otherwise preferred to standard

“nudged elastic band” type methods because it requires only one endpoint, not two. In any

event, as final confirmation that a true saddle point has indeed been reached, we compute

the Hessian at the predicted saddle point location, and confirm that it has only one

negative eigenvalue.

2.4.6 “Plugging” the PES hole and moving on to the next hole

PES fitting can be tedious and time consuming. In particular, to truly fix a hole once the

location and energy are accurately established, a PES developer will typically have to

modify or add to the coefficients in the PES functional form (e.g. an AFF polynomial

expansion) in such a way that the hole is removed (or pushed to much higher energy),

without substantially changing the PES in the low-energy region of greatest interest. Of
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course, to this end, it may be very helpful to know the precise location of the lowest-lying

PES hole, as discussed. In particular, this knowledge helps to identify the specific

coefficient values that should be modified or introduced.

However, what if a PES is plagued with multiple holes, over the full energetic range of

interest? In such cases, it is presumably far better for the PES developer to know all of the

pertinent holes in advance—i.e., prior to applying any refitting or coefficient

modifications—rather than to fix them one at a time. Note that, with regard to actually

“fixing” PESs as described above, this is beyond the scope of the Crystal toolbox.

Nevertheless, we have equipped Crystal with the ability to add a “plug” or temporary

patch to each newly discovered PES hole, allowing us to repeat the procedure above in

order to find the next higher-lying PES hole. In this manner, we can identify as many

holes as we wish, in energetic order.

The way that holes are “plugged” is in principle very simple—once a lattice hole point

is discovered, it is entered into a list of forbidden points. Then, when Crystal is rerun at

higher Vcut values to find the next PES hole, it will check each new lattice point against the

forbidden list, prior to adding that point to the current set. In practice, this procedure

might not be fool-proof, in the sense that Crystal might “snake around” a given forbidden

lattice hole point, taking a slightly more energetic route to wind up in the same hole. To

largely prevent against this possibility, we instead center a cube with sides of length 2 on

the true hole saddle point, and designate any lattice points inside the cube as “forbidden.”

Even if there are still paths that snake around the cubic plugs to the same hole, these are

then also plugged independently, in the next go-round. The introduction of cubic plugs is
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thus a matter of convenience, rather than necessity.

In any event, the procedure described in this subsection can be repeated until all desired

holes have been found.

Figure 2.1: Crystal algorithm: A representative figure - showing the basic concept of the
Crystal algorithm. The teal cells denote the Vcut energy contour. Blue cells mark the initial
region, and orange cells show the expansion of simplicial shells into the volume bounded
by the teal cells. (Images and text are reproduced from an article currently submitted to
The Journal of Chemical Physics, with the permission of AIP Publishing.)
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Figure 2.2: Crystal algorithm: The sorting process - the top left of the figure shows the
structure of the the binary tree, assuming that the vectors get entered in the following order:
(0,0,0), (0,0,2), (0,-2,0), (0,2,0) and (0,0,1). The sixth vector (0,1,0), marked in red, is the
next to be entered, and must find its appropriate place at the bottom of the tree. In the
conventional approach, the binary tree is implemented using data structures, each of which
includes a “left” and a “right” pointer to other data structures of the same kind. To access
the vector in question requires following a sequence of pointers. In our approach, the new
vector is simply stored as the A[6] array element. All pointers are replaced with two integer
arrays, called Left and Right.
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CHAPTER 3

USING THE CRYSTAL CODE

Crystal is a collection of 3 codes.

• The code findHoleEnergy.f90 is designed to narrow down the energy range of the

lowest lying lattice hole point to the desired precision.

• The code holePath.f90 can be used in conjunction with findHoleEnergy.f90, to

locate the lattice hole point once its energy range is narrowed enough. It is

recommended to first get this range narrowed down to under 1 cm−1 using

findHoleEnergy.f90.

• The code transitionpath.f90 employs a gradient minimization technique to find the

location of the true transition state saddle point nearest to a given lattice hole point.

In this chapter, we explain the usage of each code and the interpretation of results.

3.1 The variables

The significance of most of the relevant variables is explained as comments inside the

source code files themselves (see Sec. A). Those variables whose values are most likely to

be changed from run to run are marked within the codes with the following symbol:

!−−−>

Those variables which merit further explanation are elaborated upon in parts of the

sections below.
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3.2 The PES input file

If an external PES function (code) is to be used, the function “vbar” (inside the codes)

may be used to refer to it. Note that the lattice spacing can be scaled before the function is

called. The rest of this section can be ignored in this case. The following paragraphs

explain how to use a PES input file provided for an AFF PES.

The variable molecule in our codes is typically the name of the molecule that is being

studied. The corresponding PES input file should be named as “pe<molecule>.dat”. For

example, while working with the naphthalene molecule, one should set the variable

molecule to “Naphthalene” and name the PES input file “peNaphthalene.dat”. The PES

files should be saved inside a folder named “PES”, which in turn should be placed in the

same folder as the codes.

The first row of the PES input file should contain D (the number of degrees of freedom

(d.o.f.s)), and the number of monomial terms in the polynomial expansion. Each

subsequent row in the file pertains to a single monomial term, with the information

provided in one of two possible forms:

1. Power based convention: Here, the number of columns = D+1, where the Kth

column contains the order of the Kth d.o.f factor in the monomial term, and the last

column contains the coefficient value.

For example, the PES 6∗ x2 ∗ y∗ z+8∗ y∗ z3 would be written as:

3 2 (3 d.o.f.s and 2 monomial terms in the PES expansion)

2 1 1 6
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0 1 3 8

2. Index based convention: Here, the number of columns= the highest polynomial

order + 1. Each non zero entry L of a given row indicates one power of the Lth d.o.f.

For example, the PES 5∗ x2 +6∗ x2 ∗ z2 +7∗ y3 would be written as:

3 3 (3 d.o.f.s and 3 monomial terms in the PES expansion)

1 1 0 0 5

1 1 3 3 6

2 2 2 0 7

Here, the x d.o.f has been denoted by 1, y by 2, and z by 3. Note that the highest

polynomial order is 4, from the term x2 ∗ z2.

Users can switch between the two conventions via the variable PESconvention. (See the

codes for the variable settings).

Additionally, the coefficients in the PES input file can refer to either a constrained

summation or an unconstrained summation convention, determined by setting the variable

summationConvention accordingly (as described in the code). These summation

conventions are defined as follows.

• Constrained summation: The PES is expanded as C1 ∗x2 ∗y∗ z+C2 ∗y∗ z3..., with

C1, C2 etc being provided in the PES file. Here, terms like x∗ y∗ x and x∗ x∗ y have

the same meaning, and only one each of such terms is used.

• Unconstrained summation: This follows the convention adopted in ref.31 Here,
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for example, the three monomial terms x∗ x∗ y, x∗ y∗ x and y∗ x∗ x are, in principle,

treated as separate monomial terms. There are two additional rules that this

conventions uses:

– To avoid redundancy, each set of monomial terms (the set of three terms in our

example) is mentioned as a single term in the PES file.

– The PES is expressed with an extra 1/P! factor for each monomial, where P

stands for the order of the monomial.

Thus the PES which is expressed as C ∗ x2 ∗ y in the constrained summation

convention will be expressed as 1
3!C
′(x∗ x∗ y+ x∗ y∗ x+ y∗ x∗ x) in the

unconstrained convention. C′ is to be provided only once in the PES input file, and

either of the three monomials can be used to represent it.

Two sample PES files have been provided (see appendix B). These may be used for test

purposes. As mentioned earlier, these will need to be copied into a folder named “PES”,

which should be placed alongside the codes.

3.3 Outputs

3.3.1 findHoleEnergy.f90

The output of the code findHoleEnergy.f90, containing Vcut vs N, is created in the file

“Output<molecule>.txt”. A sample output file is shown in Fig. 3.1, followed by its

interpretation. Please note that the Vcut values are denoted by ecut in the output, and are

provided in units of cm−1.
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Figure 3.1 has three sections. The first section shows the code running for

Vcut ≈ 6810.17 cm−1. Each time a new simplicial shell is generated, the code outputs the

lower and upper “ibar values”, which are the lower and upper values of the the range of i

values contained in the simplicial shell. for the accepted points in that simplicial shell. In

other words, the final two columns of the output indicate the first and the last i value of the

corresponding simplicial shell. As we see in the first section of this figure, the ibar ranges

initially grow exponentially. They then narrow down to a small range around the 8th

simplicial shell. This is followed once again by explosive growth. Such a bottleneck

followed by explosive growth is an indication of a hole, although not a confirmation.

The Nmax value was set to be 2,722,592 for this molecule. The first section of Fig. 3.1

ends when N reaches this value (i.e., when an i value becomes equal to Nmax). The second

run (second section of Fig. 3.1) then gets started with the Vcut value reduced by 500 cm−1.

As seen, N = 109,631 for this new Vcut (as indicated by the highest i value). This number

is lower than Nmax. So for the third run, Vcut gets increased by 250 cm−1. In this manner,

the subsequent runs increase or reduce the Vcut value by half of the change for the prior

run, till the energy range of Vcut is narrowed down as much as desired.

3.3.2 holePath.f90

The output of the file holePath.f90 is created in the file HolePath.txt. A sample output

file is shown in the Fig. 3.2. The first line of the output file states the N value just below

the lower bound of the energy of the lattice hole point (henceforth simply referred to as the

lattice hole energy). This is followed by a list of lattice points. (Note that each lattice point

has got spread across three lines because a D = 30 PES was used here). The lattice points
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in the first section of the output are indexed with a “layer = 1” marker, and are additionally

highlighted here with a black background. As seen in the figure, there are five such points

here, two of which happen due to degeneracy. Thus there are three non-degenerate sets of

such points. All these lattice points have potential energies between Vcut1 and Vcut2, and

they lie in the unit simplicial shell outside the region enclosed by the N points for Vcut1. In

other words, these five lattice points are the contenders for being lattice hole points.

For users who are new to this code, we recommend narrowing down to a smaller range

of lattice hole energies while using findHoleEnergy.f90, such as 0.001 cm−1. If the range

is narrow enough, you will have only 1 non-degenerate set of points in the first section

(instead of the 3 in our example), and that will be the desired set of lattice hole points.

However, users who are well versed with using this code do not really need such

precision. See the next paragraph in that case.

Note that there are only 2 points in the red section (indexed as layer = 2) in Fig. 3.2.

What is happening here is that the five points in layer 1 have further searched for new

lattice points around themselves which lie inside a hole (i.e., new lattice points with

V <Vcut2). Clearly, the two points of the second section are adjacent to the 4th and 5th

points of the first section. On the other hand, the first 3 points from the top do not find any

additional points with V <Vcut2 around themselves. This means that they do not lie near

holes, and they can be ignored. Thus, the lattice hole points in our case are the 4th and 5th

points.

In short, as long as there is only 1 degenerate set of points in any layer (typically it is

easiest for this to happen in layer 2, like in our example), the lattice hole point can easily
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be extrapolated backwards from it (like we just did).

In further layers 3, 4, 5... (cut off from the figure), one will see Crystal span into the

hole and slide towards negative infinite potential with exponentially increasing points as a

function of the layer number. We utilized this feature to demonstrate the holes visually by

drawing plots through two points—one being the lattice hole point, and the other point

(which has a very low potential energy value) lying in a higher layer number.

Note that if a hole is “artificial”, one should expect to see another ”bottleneck” or a

finite number of layers again, rather than an exponential increase in N as a function of

layer (i.e., simplicial shell) number. We recommend to always examine the growth of

simplicial shells in the outputs of our codes. With some experience, this provides useful

indications of features of the PES. The maximum number of layers to be examined can be

changed via the variable layers.

3.4 (Optional) Choosing an alternate pattern for the local search

This option replaces the standard simplicial search-pattern by any other desired choice.

In other words, one can modify how the lattice points in the current set search for

prospective points around themselves. By default, Crystal generates a file ’radiux.tex’

which stores the simplicial search-pattern. For example, in two d.o.fs, the file generated

will be as follows (The comments in the brackets were added later):

5 (number of local points to search + 1)

0 0 (This line is simply a convention.)
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1 0 (Searches the adjacent lattice in the +ve direction along the x axis)

-1 0 (Same in the -ve direction along the x axis)

0 1 (In the +ve direction along the y axis)

0 -1 (In the -ve direction along the y axis)

If any other search-pattern is desired, the above file can be replaced by an external file

with the desired pattern. For example, a possibly useful pattern in this case is the

“rounder” pattern which captures lattice points in a 2 unit radius:

13

0 0

1 0

-1 0

0 1

0 -1

1 1

1 -1

-1 1

-1 -1

2 0

-2 0

0 2

0 -2
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Note that the above search pattern can catch disconnected regions that are separated by

a single lattice point.

3.5 (Optional) The U <V technique

For certain molecular chemistry applications, there is a foreseeable need to have a large

number of PES lattice points that lie above the lattice hole energy but not inside any hole.

The U <V technique snakes around holes completely, although it also snakes around (and

thus misses) additional PES wells, if any. Its purpose is to“circumvent” holes rather than

to find or plug them. This technique can be opted for by setting the variable version to 1

(it is set to 2 for the default Crystal algorithm). For this setting, a prospective point is

rejected if it has lower potential energy U than that at the lattice point from which it grew

out V . Figure 3.3 illustrates how this works.

The points disobeying the U <V rule may be sorted and stored as a separate list of

“hole candidates”, although quite often, they might not really be holes. One such false

positive hole point, caused simply due to moderate anharmonicity, has been shown in Fig

3.4. The reason why the code thinks it might be a hole is as follows. If one were to assume

a harmonic like PES, one would expect that the potential at the green point would be

higher than that at the red point—because both the points stretch equally far along the

horizontal axis, but the green point also indicates additional energy along the vertical axis.

However, there is a small visible clockwise “tilt” of the figure indicating a deviation from

harmonicity. Although visibly it may appear inconsequential, this tilt is enough to cause

the green point to actually be at a lower potential energy than the red.

The number of false hole points found using the U <V rule can grow very quickly. For

this reason, this procedure was found to be unviable as a tool for finding holes, although it
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is an excellent tool for circumventing them quantitatively. Note that while using the U <V

option for a system with multiple wells, care needs to be taken to avoid accidentally

missing out any of the the wells. Specifically, the U <V criteria should only be applied

for the set of points where V is higher than any of the barrier heights between the wells.

In an ideal harmonic oscillator potential, the set of points that disobey the U <V

condition lie “inwards” towards the EG. All these points are already inside the set of

prospective or accepted points. From this perspective, it is reasonable to ignore them

without putting them through the sorting process. Indeed, the application of the U <V

rule marginally speeds up the algorithm.

The U <V rule may have applications in conjugation with the phase-space Gaussian

basis approach29 towards solving vibrational state problems. While using the phase-space

Gaussian basis, it is sometimes useful to have a lot of basis points without any chance of

spilling into low lying hole defects that a PES might have, or without getting to wrong

sides of an unwanted barrier. The U <V rule is the right tool to do just that.

Figure 3.4 also reveals another possible concern. Normal modes are calculated locally

at the EG by evaluating derivatives based on tiny (theoretically infinitesimal) deviations

from the EG; less than a hundredth of the grid spacing used in the plot. We can make a

case that, for excited state calculations, it makes more sense to use modified linear

combinations of normal modes—such that the plot indicated in the figure, for example,

gets a counter-clockwise rotation to correct for the tilt. Perhaps these new coordinates

should be found by choosing a larger “step size” for calculating derivatives, such as one
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unit of our lattice spacing (following an otherwise identical procedure to the normal mode

calculations). This could ensure minimal coupling between the coordinates for a more

practical range of configuration space geometries.
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Figure 3.1: An example output file of findHoleEnergy.f90.
(Colors were added later.)
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Figure 3.2: An example output file of holePath.f90. Potential values are provided in units
of cm−1.)
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Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition

Figure 3.3: The U < V rule - usually, Crystal collects all connected points that lie within
a given Vcut, here represented by the yellow line. But the U < V rule prevents it from
entering a region where V turns downwards. In the figure, the red curve denotes the region
expected to be found by Crystal after the application of this rule, avoiding a hole which is
represented by the green curve.
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Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition

Figure 3.4: The U <V rule may output false holes - a PES slice obtained while searching
for holes in Naphthalene by using the U¡V rule. The red point was indicated by the code as
a possible hole, although clearly from the figure, it is not a hole. The reason why the code
thinks it might be a hole is explained in the text.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

In this project, we have applied the Crystal code and algorithm to several different

molecular benchmarks, ranging in dimensionality from D = 3 to D = 30. The PESs

considered in each case are standard ones taken from the literature. All of these are AFF

polynomial PESs, expressed in vibrational normal mode coordinates Qi. For formal

reasons, explained in Sec. 2.4.4, all of the Qi are expressed as normalized normal modes.

The units are chosen such that ~= 1 and the lattice spacing used is
√

π, but all

configuration space vectors are expressed in units of the lattice spacing (i.e., integer values

are always used). For every molecular application, this choice of lattice spacing is found

to be sufficiently fine such that no artificial hole points are obtained—i.e., in every case, a

nearby saddle point exists and was accurately determined. For every molecular

application, also, the dynamically relevant energy range is taken to be a few thousand

cm−1.

As a technical comment, we note that sometimes—due to degenerate normal modes or

PES symmetry—a molecule might have multiple isoenergetic hole saddle points. As

discussed in Sec. 2.4.3, Crystal finds all such degenerate PES lattice hole points together.

Here, however, we report only one hole out of each such degenerate set.

4.1 Diphosphorous oxide (P2O)

Oxides of phosphorous have been extensively studied for their use in industry37 and

research.38 Phosphorous monoxide and trioxide and are useful as legands for transition

metals.39–42 Phosphorous pentoxide is a potent dehydrating agent that is used in organic
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synthesis, like the conversion of primary amides into nitriles.43

4.1.1 Potential energy surface

The P2O PES was obtained from Pouchan et al.44 The harmonic frequencies of this

molecule are presented in Table 4.1. Excitations of single and combined modes, regarded

as sums of integer multiples of these frequencies, give some idea of the number of

vibrational quantum states that exist up to some max energy Vcut.

Due to its small size (D = 3), this molecule can be used as a test case to observe the

working of our algorithm. Molecules of this small size can be treated well with exact

quantum mechanical methods, such as the discrete variable representation.45–49 No holes

were found for this PES, up to Vcut = 106 cm−1, for which N = 30,430. This Vcut value is

far larger than what is realistically relevant—i.e., the experimental P2O dissociation

energy is much lower.

The above calculation was performed with a single execution of the Crystal code,

which required less than 0.5 seconds of computational time.

Table 4.1: Normal mode frequencies of P2O

Mode Frequency (cm−1)

Q1 199

Q2 650

Q3 1287
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4.2 Methyleneimine (CH2NH)

Methyleneimine is known to be a reaction intermediate in many chemical reactions in

the atmosphere, while also playing a role in interstellar cloud formations.50,51 Its large

dimensionality (D = 9) makes it a challenge to perform exact calculations with traditional

exact quantum dynamics approaches. However, such calculations could be performed29

using a phase-space-Gaussian-based approach.52–56

Table 4.2: Normal mode frequencies of CH2NH

Mode Frequency (cm−1)

Q1 3491.5

Q2 3198.3

Q3 3086.8

Q4 1685.1

Q5 1510.1

Q6 1397.2

Q7 1089.4

Q8 1186.4

Q9 1101.9

4.2.1 Potential energy surface

The PES for this system was originally obtained from Pouchan and Zaki,30 but was

found to have issues involving incomplete description of conventions used in the

expression of the PES. The AFF coefficient convention was interpreted here in the same

manner as was also done in.29 The harmonic frequencies of this molecule are presented in
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Table 4.2.

4.2.2 Study of holes

Using Crystal, the first lattice hole point was discovered to lie at (0, 0, 0, 3, -6, 0, 0, 0,

0). This involves coupling of just two modes, Q4 and Q5, described as the CN stretch and

the CH2 scissoring modes, respectively.30 Extending outwards in just the Q5 direction

reveals a straight-line monotonic path towards negative-infinite energy—i.e., a hole. This

is clear from Figure 4.1, which plots V (0,0,0,3,Q5,0,0,0,0) over −10≤ Q5 ≤−6, using

100 equally spaced steps in Q5.

Crystal finds the Vcut energy range associated with the first lattice hole point to lie

between Vcut1 = 35,747.98 cm−1 and Vcut2 = 35,748.02 cm−1—with the former

corresponding to N = 344,685 lattice points. Using our gradient minimizing algorithm,

we found that the true hole saddle point corresponding to this lattice hole lies at (0.04,

0.20, 0.25, 2.44, -5.55, -0.39, -0.23, 0.00, 0.00). Note that displacements in all directions

other than Q4 and Q5 are still relatively close to zero. The PES energy value at this saddle

point is 35,118.14 cm−1, which lies slightly below the Vcut range. This is hardly

surprising, as discussed in Sec. 2.4.4. Considering that this CH2NH PES was developed to

compute the vibrational levels “between 2800 and 3200 cm−1,” a PES hole at such high

energy should not adversely affect any dynamical calculation, in practice.

Note that the Vcut =Vcut1, N = 344,685 calculation of CH2NH as described above

required about 5 seconds of computational time. In comparison with the N = 30,430

calculation of P2O, we see that roughly linear scaling with N is achieved—though such
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comparisons should be taken with a grain of salt, given the different PESs involved, etc.

Although the first hole saddle point for this CH2NH PES is thus quite high in energy,

we nevertheless “plug” this hole, in order to test this feature of Crystal. First, without

using a cubic plug, the next lowest lattice hole point is found to lie at (0, 0, 0, 2, -6, 0, 0, 0,

0), between Vcut = 35793.60 and 35793.62 cm−1. Plugging again, the next lattice hole

point is at (0, 0, 0, 3, -5, -1, 0, 0, 0), between 36095.055 and 36095.070 cm−1. The

proximity of these three lowest-lying lattice hole points, both in configuration space and

energy, suggests that they all lead to the same hole.

Alternatively, we can redo this experiment using a cubic plug from the get go, as per

Sec. 2.4.6. Henceforth, cubic plugs will be assumed throughout the rest of this project.

Installing a cubic plug after the first pass, the next lattice hole point is found at (0, 0, 0, 1,

-6, 0, 0, 0, 0), between 37,640.70 and 37,640.75 cm−1. This point, again being in the

vicinity of the first lattice hole, and yet 2000 cm−1 over it, again suggests the same hole,

which is evidently rather broad. Though clearly not necessary here, one could in principle

add more cubic plugs until a fundamentally new hole was found (should one exist). To

establish whether a PES hole is really new or not, the gradient minimization algorithm

may be used.

4.3 Acetonitrile (CH3CN)

Acetonitrile (D = 12) is the simplest organic nitrile. It has uses as a solvent, and in

spinning fibers, plastics, and in other chemicals.57 It is also widely used in the production

of lithium batteries.58
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4.3.1 Potential energy surface

The PES for the CH3CN molecule was obtained from another publication by Pouchan’s

group.59 The harmonic frequencies of this molecule are listed in Table 4.3. Note also that

acetonitrile is the first molecule considered thus far with nontrivial symmetry, i.e. C3v.

Table 4.3: Normal mode frequencies of CH3CN

Mode Frequency (cm−1)

Q1 3065

Q2 2297

Q3 1413

Q4 920

Q5 3149

Q6 3149

Q7 1487

Q8 1487

Q9 1061

Q10 1061

Q11 361

Q12 361

4.3.2 Study of holes

Using Crystal, the first PES lattice hole point is found between 17028.02 and 17028.04

cm−1. It occurs at (0, -1(C–N stretching), -4(C–H3 umbrella), 10(C–C stretching), 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0), with N = 395,542. Thus, three normal modes must be displaced appreciably
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to reach this hole. Figure 4.2 shows that the PES values along a straight line “reaction

path” drawn between this point and (0, -1, -6, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) (i.e. along the

umbrella mode) slides monotonically into negative (and ultimately negative infinite)

energies.

Using our gradient minimizing algorithm, we found that the true hole saddle point

corresponding to the lattice hole point above lies at (-0.40, -1.30, -2.80, 10.27, 0.00, 0.00,

0.00, 0.00, 0.00, -0.01, 0.04, 0.01, 0.07)—again, involving significant displacement of just

three modes. The energy here is 15832.66 cm−1, which is still high enough to be likely of

little concern for computational physicists running dynamics calculations.

Upon inserting a cubic plug, the next lattice hole point is found at (0, -1, -4, 10, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 2, 0). The corresponding Vcut is between 18115.77 and 18115.79 cm−1. Clearly,

this new lattice hole point refers to the same hole as the lowest lattice hole point.

4.4 Benzene (C6H6)

Benzene (D = 30) and compounds produced from it have a wide range of industrial

applications, including in agriculture, medicine, plastic polymers, and dyes.60–63 It is, of

course, a near-ubiquitous non-polar solvent. As a result, it has been extensively studied for

various purposes. It also has non-trivial symmetry (i.e. D6h), and therefore

doubly-degenerate modes. Figure 4.3 shows the vibrations of all 30 normal modes of

benzene.
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4.4.1 Potential energy surface

The C6H6 PES used here was first published by Handy and Tozer, nearly three decades

ago.34 This PES has been used to perform vibrational state calculations by various

research groups, including our own.35,36

4.4.2 Study of holes

Using Crystal, the first lattice hole point for benzene was observed to lie between

5810.17 and 5810.18 cm−1 (Fig. ). It occurs at (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), for N = 55,614. Note that the Vcut = 5810.17 cm−1

calculation requires only about 10 seconds of computational time. This is longer than for

the previous calculations, even though N is smaller, owing to the more complicated PES

function, which takes longer to evaluate.

In any event, the main message here is that there is an evident PES hole that is

dynamically low-lying, with respect to both energy and mode displacements. Even more

disturbing, the gradient minimizing algorithm reveals the true hole saddle point to have a

remarkably low energy of just 2418.55 cm−1. This is certainly well within the

dynamically relevant range, and therefore concerning—especially given that a number of

dynamical studies have been conducted using this PES over the years.

Note that the lattice hole point energy is significantly higher than the hole saddle point

energy. This is owing to the fact that there are so many d.o.f.s. In particular, whereas only

four modes are displaced for the lowest hole, the corresponding saddle point involves

small but appreciable displacements of many normal modes—ten in all, if .3 is used as a
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cutoff. Specifically, the hole saddle point is found to lie at (.06, -0.36, 0.01, -0.31, -0.60,

0.00, 0.01, -0.55, 0.00, -0.06, 0.00, -0.03, 0.00, 0.00, 0.95, -1.01, 0.01, -0.23, 0.00, 0.00,

0.02, -1.23, 0.01, 0.89, 0.00, 0.00, 0.02, 0.00, 0.39, 0.00).

After a cubic plug is applied, the next lattice hole point appears at (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1,

-1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -2, 1, 1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0), between 6511.79 and 6511.82

cm−1. It is not completely clear, but this appears to correspond to a different hole, based

on the observation that there is a significant difference between the locations of the two

lattice hole points (their distance from each other is 5.3). For the second hole, too,

N = 141,852, which is nearly three times as many as for the first hole.

4.5 Uracil

Uracil64 is one of the four nucleobases in the nucleic acid of RNA. It has a role in the

synthesis of many enzymes, and can also be used for drug delivery. Hence, its vibrational

spectrum has been of interest in studies of biology, evolution, and pharmaceutics. For us,

the prospect of a hole in the PES, as mentioned by Thomas et al,65 made this an

interesting molecule to inspect.

4.5.1 Potential energy surface

The uracil PES examined here was originally provided by Krasnoshchekov et al.,66

while the harmonic frequencies were taken from Puzzarini et al.67 With 12 atoms, D = 30

for this PES. In total, this PES has 7796 terms, provided up to the quartic order. This

number is unusually large in comparison to typical quartic PESs. This is indicative of the

high anharmonicity of uracil (and also the high dimensionality).
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4.5.2 Study of holes

The first lattice hole point is found at the following configuration.

[0, 0, 0, 0, -1, -1, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, -2, -1, -1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5]

The lattice hole energy here is between 5348.09 and 5348.11 cm−1. Below this energy, the

largest value of N = 22822.

In terms of finding the exact hole saddle point, uracil is by far the most difficult

molecule that we have encountered. This is because of the extremely anharmonic nature

of its PES. Our gradient minimization algorithm, which in most cases leads directly to the

hole saddle point, was not found to be sufficient for Uracil. The process that we used to

find the hole saddle point for uracil is relatively lengthy, and outlined in the next few

paragraphs.

Using our gradient minimization algorithm (starting from the lattice hole point with

Q30 =+5), the Hessian at the end point of the output was found to have 3 negative

eigenvalues. The gradient at this point, however, was not zero. We then performed the

following two steps. 1) We moved a little upwards in energy (around 1.5 lattice units in

distance) along the direction of the 3 eigenvectors corresponding to the negative

eigenvalues. 2) The gradient minimization algorithm was then repeated, starting from the

point obtained in step 1. At the new end point thus obtained, the number of negative

Hessian eigenvalues dropped down to 2. Then, a PES slice along the 2 corresponding

eigenvectors was plotted (Fig. 4.5).

Looking at Fig. 4.5, it becomes obvious why a gradient minimization algorithm might
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stop here. The origin of the plot is at the new end point mentioned above. At this

configuration, we have a maximum along the horizontal axis and an inflection point along

the vertical axis. However, we also visually see that there is a true saddle point in the plot,

marked by a red cross. We thus move near this cross mark and repeat our gradient

minimization algorithm again. This time, the end point is found to be quite close to the red

cross, and there is only one negative hessian eigenvalue here.

The hole saddle point thus found has the following configuration:

(-0.10, -0.04, 0.01, -0.03, -0.85, -0.66, -0.28, -0.11, -0.66, -0.26, 0.54, 0.58, 0.46, -0.03,

-0.34, -0.73, 0.03, 0.18, -0.38, -0.20, 0.20, 0.22, 0.39, -0.67, 0.02, -0.20, 0.34, -0.31, 0.38,

2.87)

The hole saddle energy is 4560.62 cm−1. In Fig. 4.6, we provide the one-dimensional

PES slice along a straight line from the EG to the above point.

On inserting a cubic plug at this hole, the next lattice hole point is at

[0, 0, 0, 0, -1, -1, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, (-/+)1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4], with

lattice hole energy being between 6985.76 and 6985.78 cm−1. Inserting another cubic

plug here, the third lowest energy lattice hole point is found at

[0, 0, 0, 0, -1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, -1, -1, 0, 0, 0, 1, -1, 1, 0, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4]. with

lattice hole energy between 7113.26 and 7113.27 cm−1.

Notice that, out of the three above lattice hole points, the third one is the closest in

configuration to the lowest hole saddle point, but its energy is the furthest from the value

there!
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4.6 Naphthalene

Best known as the main ingredient of traditional mothballs,68,69 naphthalene (D = 48)

is also the smallest polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH).70 Thus it has been a subject

of spectroscopic studies due to the role of PAHs as pollutants. Lately, it has also been of

interest to astronomers after it was found to be a component of the interstellar clouds

emitting unidentified infrared bands.71

4.6.1 Potential energy surface

Our PES for naphthalene was originally provided by Cane et al.72 With 18 atoms, this

is a D = 48 system. There 4191 terms in this PES, up to quartic order.

4.6.2 Study of holes

The first lattice hole point is found at the following configuration.

[-1, 0, 1, -1, -1, 0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4].

The lattice hole energy here is between 6932.5 and 6933 cm−1. Below this energy, the

largest N value is ≈ 3.6 million. Using our gradient minimizing algorithm (starting from

the lattice hole point with Q48 =+4), the exact hole saddle point was found (and verified)

to be at

[ -0.82, 0.28, 0.65, -0.70, -0.73, 0.48, -0.46, -0.17, -1.20, 0, 0, -0.02, 0.02, -0.03, 0, 0.03, 0,

0, 0.02, 0, 0, 0, 0, -0.02, 0.01, -0.01, -0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0, 0, 0.04, -0.01, -0.02, 0, 0.04,

-0.02, 0, -0.02, 0, 0.02, -0.03, 0.02, 0.15, 0.21, -0.27, -0.06, 4.09].

As can be seen, this hole involves significant (¿0.1) displacements along 13 coordinates.

The hole saddle point energy is 2589.01 cm−1. This again, is an extremely low value
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which can have severe consequences in many vibrational energy calculations. In Fig. 4.7,

we provide the one-dimensional PES slice along a straight line from the EG to the above

point.

On inserting a cubic plug at this hole, there are no further new lattice holes at least till

Vcut = 8432 cm−1. The highest N value below this energy ≈ 32.3 million.
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Figure 4.1: Hole plot: Methyleneimine - slice of methyleneimine PES,
V (0,0,0,3,Q5,0,0,0,0), as a function of Q5, taken over the range −10 ≤ Q5 ≤ −6,
using 100 equally spaced steps in Q5. This “reaction profile” plot shows a monotonic
descent towards negative infinity, starting from the lowest-lying lattice hole point at
Q5 =−6 (left edge) out to Q5 =−10 (right edge).
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Figure 4.2: Hole plot: Acetonitrile - slice of acetonitrile PES,
V (0,−1,Q3,10,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0), as a function of Q3, taken over the range
−4 ≤ Q3 ≤ −6.5, using 125 equally spaced steps in Q3. This “reaction profile”
plot shows a monotonic descent towards negative infinity, starting from the lowest-lying
lattice hole point at Q3 =−4 (left edge) out to Q3 =−6.5 (right edge).
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Figure 4.3: Normal modes of benzene. The red lines starting from the center of some atoms
extend outward in the direction of vibration. “Dots” and “crosses” are the standard notation
for positive and negative out-of-plane motions, respectively. The numbers in brackets are
the harmonic frequencies in cm−1. In some cases, compensatory anti-symmetric move-
ments have not been shown (for example, the carbon molecules rotating clockwise in Q3).
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Figure 4.4: Hole plot: Benzene - “Reaction profile” plot for benzene, indicating the lowest-
lying hole saddle point. The origin marks the EG of the molecule, with each Qi = 0. The
100th point indicates the true hole saddle point, located a mere 2418.55 cm−1 above the
EG. The reaction path is taken to be the straight line defined by the origin and the saddle
point (geometry indicated in the text), with a total of 200 equidistant points taken along this
line, as indicated. Beyond the saddle point, the plot shows a monotonic descent towards
negative infinity.
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x

Figure 4.5: A PES “slice” showing the uracil hole - in this contour plot, the origin, i.e.
(0,0), is the “end point with 2 negative eigenvalues”—as described in Sec. 4.5.2. The two
axes represent movements along the 2 eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues.
One unit distance along either axis represents a displacement of 0.1 lattice spacings. The
blue region represents the PES region where V < 3000 cm −1. The contours are spaced
around 1000 cm −1 apart. Clearly, there is a two dimensional saddle point elsewhere in the
plot, marked by a red cross. The lowest-energy hole saddle point for the uracil PES lies
near this cross mark.
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Figure 4.6: Hole plot: Uracil - “Reaction profile” plot for uracil, indicating the lowest-
lying hole saddle point. The origin marks the EG of the molecule, with each Qi = 0. The
100th point indicates the true hole saddle point, located 4560.62 cm−1 above the EG. The
reaction path is taken to be the straight line defined by the origin and the saddle point
(geometry indicated in the text), with a total of 200 equidistant points taken along this line,
as indicated. Beyond the saddle point, the plot shows a monotonic descent towards negative
infinity.
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Figure 4.7: Hole plot: Naphthalene - “Reaction profile” plot for naphthalene, indicating
the lowest-lying hole saddle point. The origin marks the EG of the molecule, with each
Qi = 0. The 100th point indicates the true hole saddle point, located a mere 2589.01 cm−1

above the EG. The reaction path is taken to be the straight line defined by the origin and the
saddle point (geometry indicated in the text), with a total of 175 equidistant points taken
along this line, as indicated.
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CHAPTER 5

FURTHER DISCUSSION

5.1 Finding and fixing PES holes

For AFF polynomial PESs, holes are caused either by PES monomial terms of odd

order (in any Qi), or by even-order terms with negative coefficient values. One strategy

PES developers can adopt for fixing such holes is to re-scale one or more of the most

problematic PES monomials, so that the holes are either removed entirely, or pushed

further away from the EG. The Crystal algorithm and code provide a highly effective way

to pin-point the location of these holes, and the vibrational modes that must be displaced

to reach them. This knowledge does not translate directly into a specification of which

monomial terms are the most important, but it certainly goes a very long way towards that

end.

It is worth bearing in mind that the lowest-energy holes are not necessarily always the

most problematic, in practice, insofar as dynamics is concerned. In particular, an equally

important factor is proximity of a given PES hole to the EG—i.e., holes that are

“low-lying” in the mode displacement sense (as discussed for the benzene case above). In

practice, these can cause much more damage than an isoenergetic hole that lies much

further away from the EG, and is generally more difficult to get to. Even assuming that the

“path” from EG to outlying hole is no more convoluted than for a nearby hole (although

usually this assumption is not the case), the latter encompasses a much larger de facto

region of “solid angle space,” and is therefore likely to be dynamically much more

important. In any event, we have addressed similar issues in a paper prior to this project.32
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It is also worth noting that the Crystal algorithm is designed to work in a discretized

space. As a result, there could in principle always be some ambiguity regarding whether

or not the observed PES lattice hole point is “artificial,” or has a very different energy

from the corresponding true hole saddle point. However, we have developed several

strategies for handling this situation, which seem to work quite well in practice—at least

for the test cases considered here, up to D = 30. All of the codes used here are also highly

numerically efficient, requiring no more than a few seconds for each Crystal code

execution on a single node (see also next subsection).

In any event, some vigilance is cautioned in the general case, to be on the lookout for

“discretization errors” of the type described. Figure 5.1 illustrates this point. The same

discrete set of PES lattice points might correspond to two very different kinds of PESs, as

shown—one where the saddle point is inside the desired PES region, and one where it is

outside (or nonexistent!). It might be argued that this is a non-issue because either way, a

suitable lattice hole point will be identified in the next iteration. This is obviously true for

the D = 1 pedagogical example considered in the figure, but strange things can happen in

large-dimensional spaces.

On balance, however, the prognosis for Crystal looks extremely good, vis-à-vis its

usefulness for its intended purpose of correctly—and quickly—identifying the location of

PES holes. In any event, even by D = 30, we evidently have not yet even come close to

“maxing out” the computational resources needed in practice. Future work will consider

even larger systems, such as naphthalene (D = 48).
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5.2 Computational time and memory analysis

Theoretically, using one-byte integers to store N lattice points in a D dimensional space,

N ∗D bytes are required to create the A[i] array, introduced in Sec. 2.3. The additional

binary tree arrays Left[i] and Right[i], used in the process of sorting, need to be able to

discriminate among N objects. The index entries for these arrays should therefore be long

integers of 4 bytes each, enabling Nmax values up to 4,294,967,296. The total memory

required for say, a D = 48 system, would be Nmax ∗ (48+4+4) = 56∗Nmax bytes. If we

consider a memory allocation of 100GB, this would restrict Nmax down to

1,917,396,114—which is still larger than 109, and likely “large enough,” in practice, for

almost any molecular PES currently on the market. Still, the above scaling and limits are

useful to know, because: (a) for large D, increased grid density leads to an exponential

increase in Nmax; (b) the Crystal method is completely general, and might therefore in

principle be used for applications that are wholly different from the PES hole-finding

purposes considered here.

As per standard binary tree theory, the computational time is generally found to scale

consistently with the N∗logN rule—for a given system with varying Vcut (i.e., D and the

PES itself are constant). As discussed, some fluctuations away from N∗logN have been

observed in practice, which might be attributable to any manner of causes (e.g.: other

scaling laws that come into play when N is small; other jobs running on the same platform

at the same time; more or less unequal “load balancing” across the binary tree; relative

percentage of duplicate or discarded lattice points). As for the time scaling with respect to

D for a constant N, this will in principle be linear, for reasons indicated. In practice
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however, one cannot change D without changing the PES itself. The PES plays an equally

important role as N or D; for real molecules, the complexity of the PES can make a major

difference on total computational time required.

Formal scaling laws notwithstanding, it is also important to consider that in practice,

Crystal will enjoy a huge advantage with larger PESs (in terms of D), owing to the

unsurprising fact that larger PESs tend to have holes lying at much lower energies. In

other words, the “bane” of complexity that hinders PES development at large D is actually

a “boon” for Crystal, in the sense that large PESs are never as high quality, and therefore

comparatively easier for spotting errors. (The “fruit” is comparatively lower). Indeed, we

suspect it is no accident that despite the large variation in D considered in the examples

here (from D = 3 to D = 30), the corresponding variation in N is remarkably

modest—certainly far from exponential, or even a large power law.

5.3 Concluding remarks

We point out perhaps the most important feature of Crystal, which is that its operation

is not at all hindered by the simultaneous coupling (except indirectly—when more

coupling requires the usage of more PES expansion terms) or displacement of many

normal modes. There is nothing in the operation of the algorithm itself, nor in our

numerical benchmarks, that suggests otherwise. In the context of PES hole finding, at

least, this advantage is not merely academic—indeed, we have discovered a low-lying

hole each in a standard PES for benzene and naphthalene lying at a mere 2418.55 cm−1

and 2589.01 cm−1 respectively, which were evidently hitherto unsuspected precisely

because they involve a displacement of ten and thirteen normal modes respectively.
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We encourage PES developers to adopt our code to check for holes in their PES, and

then to generate additional ab initio points near these holes to create an improved PES.

These two steps can be repeated iteratively to improve the PES further and ensure that

there are no holes in the desired energy range.

5.4 Possible future scope of the algorithm

Although the algorithm was developed specifically with the above mentioned goals in

mind, it may have possible uses across many different fields. In this section, we mention a

few such potential applications.

5.4.1 Finding transition states

Finding transition state geometries in a PES of complicated geometry can be a daunting

task. It is made even harder when there are no approximate locations known for these

saddle points, and/or when the number of saddle points themselves is unknown. Often

though, the approximate configuration space geometry of these points is known—because

there are physically existing energy barriers between two stable equilibrium geometries.

For such situations, there are various methods to find the transition states. Particularly, the

climbing image nudged elastic band method is known to give good and fast results. On the

other hand, in situations when there is no such guess location, gradient minimization

algorithms are often employed for this purpose. However in our case, we found that

gradient minimization algorithms are clearly not reliable for extremely complicated

surfaces. Crystal offers the possibility to broaden the scope by finding the approximate

transition points before other algorithms are used to find their exact location.
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5.4.2 Evaluation of PESs

The Crystal algorithm can be used towards evaluating the quality of a PES fit. Lets say

we want to calculate the least squares error of a PES. Then we need to address several

questions before performing any calculations; How should the range of the fit be chosen?

How do we weigh the importance of a given sample geometry? One may assume a simple

harmonic surface to estimate how far it would be sufficient to go along a given d.o.f.

Crystal offers an alternate approach. The Crystal algorithm can be easily tweaked to

obtain PES points in the order of increasing energies. Using it, one can easily evaluate the

fit by weighing the importance of configuration points based on their potential energies.

5.4.3 Future machine-learning applications in quantum chemistry

Crystal can be modified to to find and store the changes in “patterns” of points that obey

a given criteria. These patterns (and their sub-patterns) can be compared with respect to

the ones stored in a database. Using neural networks, it might be possible to build a

software where a code learns to identify patterns (or sub-patterns within) of PESs, and

correlate them with their influence on quantum mechanical observables. Although I am

not aware of any such current attempts, it is foreseeable that perturbation techniques can

be used to guess the solution of a system based on the known solutions of “similar

looking” systems. Machine learning codes may learn to correlate topological changes of

the PES to quickly estimate the energy states of a theoretical PES, when given the

experimentally known energy states of a similar PES (for example, to find the effect of a

change in the configuration geometry of a molecule).
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5.4.4 Upgrading the efficiency of Crystal through “informed search”

Beyond the current project, we published a paper studying the OCHCO+ cation,32

where we used Crystal to find a basis set for performing quantum dynamics calculations.

The PES was extremely complicated, necessitating many algorithmic refinements and

tricks for successful calculations. The successful application of Crystal for such a purpose

indicates a much broader scope of possibilities.

One set of techniques that proved instrumental in solving the OCHCO+ problem was

the use of “truncation strategies”. What these strategies basically did was to get around the

problem of “chunkiness” that results from discretizing the space, as seen in Fig. 5.2.

Chunkiness limits the resolution of the boundary region. Truncation strategies basically

consider a few layers of simplexes beyond the lattice points obtained by Crystal, thereby

“smoothing the edges”. Without going into details of the OCHCO+ paper (it is outside the

scope of this dissertation), truncation strategies can be performed via the code

holePath.f90. For this, the value of Vcut1 is chosen to be less than the lattice hole energy.

Initially, our standard search-pattern is employed (3.4). After that, additional layers

(usually just 1 or 2, see Sec. 3.3.2) are collected. The value of Vcut2 is typically chosen to

be very high (effectively infinite) for this. The search-pattern may be changed just before

these layers are collected.

Truncation strategies are however not without problems of their own. On the one hand,

there is an exponential scaling of computational difficulty with trying to solve the

chunkiness problem “completely” in higher dimensions (This involves the inclusion D

layers beyond the lattice points obtained by Crystal). On the other hand, using it
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excessively adds many unnecessary lattice points, often lying inside holes or other

unwanted PES regions. PESs can sometimes be very narrow/sharp. In such situations,

even increasing the cutoff energy by a large amount may not be sufficient to reach the

center of many valuable PES lattices. The resulting error in vibrational energy

calculations can be massive—up to as much as one thousand wave numbers.

A trivial solution that comes to mind for addressing this problem is to reduce the lattice

spacing. However, this solution easily becomes prohibitively expensive. It turns out that

the only real practical solution in this case is to modify Crystal so as to consider all lattice

points where “any region of the lattice”— not just the center, obey the desired cutoff

criteria. Such a situation is practically achieved if every lattice face and corner is inspected

(See Fig. 5.3). However, the brute force inspection of all such points of a lattice is as

computationally expensive as halving the lattice spacing. (The computational difficulty for

either of these cases increases exponentially with D.)

I suggest that the above problem may be solvable using “informed search”. What we

aim to do is to use the information of lattice points obtained earlier by the algorithm to

determine whether a certain face/corner needs to be inspected at all. The informed search

proposal below can improve Crystal and may beat the 3D scaling barrier for accurate

resolution of the PES boundary.

The informed search method being proposed here involves a few steps. First, instead of

computing the PES at the center of prospective cells, one computes it at the midpoint

between each “prospective point” and “the point of the current set that is examining the
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prospective point” (let us call the latter point as the “searcher point”). This process takes

the same computational time as checking the potential at lattice centers, but is less

redundant—because each time when the same prospective lattice is explored by different

searcher points around it, a different face point of the lattice is checked. One then accepts

the lattice point if any face point satisfies the cutoff criteria.

Next, if no face point satisfies the cutoff criteria, consider the set of all searcher points

that lead to the given point. Note that the current Crystal setup does not store this

information. Crystal would need to be tweaked such that each prospective point, before

being accepted, would store the list of all the searcher points of the prior simplicial shell

that can lead to it. If a given prospective point is approachable from both opposite

directions of any coordinate, it should simply be accepted—such lattice points may play a

significant role in vibrational energy calculations irrespective of whether the cutoff criteria

is obeyed anywhere inside. For the remaining points, consider all possible permutations of

searcher points. The midpoints of these combinations are the “corners” of the prospective

lattice that are important to check—they indicate the directions in which the simplicial

shells are expanding. So the lattice point should be accepted if any of these midpoints

satisfies the cutoff criteria.

When the dimensionality of a sphere increases, an increasing fraction of its volume lies

near the surface. When using the informed search technique, one only considers the

corners of prospective lattice points that face inwards towards towards the previous

simplicial shell, while ignoring the much larger number of them that point outwards. The

resulting improvement of computational time should perhaps be the most dramatic for
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PES contours with the greatest geometric curvature. PESs that are close to spherical, then,

might see the greatest improvement.
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Figure 5.1: Issues with using discretized space - two different representative PES curves,
shown in blue and green, result in the same discrete set of PES values, shown as black
dots. Depending on the curve, the true locations of the PES saddle point might lie either
to the left or to the right of the outermost black dots indicated here—it is not possible to
distinguish between these two cases without reducing the lattice spacing. This situation can
in principle cause errors due to the inclusion of significant portions of unwanted regions,
as well as due to the exclusion of valid regions of interest.
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Figure 5.2: The chunkiness problem - the blue lines denote the PES contours of an anhar-
monic double well PES. The orange point denotes lattice points that “get left out” despite
increasing the energy—because only the centers of lattices are being inspected. This prob-
lem becomes becomes worse with the increase of dimensionality because majority of the
points start lying at the boundaries.
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Figure 5.3: Possible improvement using “informed search” - the informed search process
being suggested here may improve the efficiency of Crystal by reducing the severity of the
chunkiness problem efficiently. In the figure, the left image depicts a worst case scenario
where the standard Crystal algorithm misses out an “important” PES lattice point. The
right image is intended to demonstrate that the worst case scenario is much less severe if
all faces and corners of the PES lattice are considered.
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APPENDIX A

THE CODES

findHoleEnergy.f90[+]                                                         Page 1

     1 program main
     2 implicit none
     3 real, dimension (:,:),allocatable:: gog,arrae,ogo
     4 integer, dimension (:,:), allocatable ::terms
     5 integer, dimension (:), allocatable :: le,ri,rad,nci,le2,ri2,vec1, vec2
     6 real*8,dimension(:),allocatable::furp,minim,maxim,pot,qq,qq2
     7 real*8, dimension (:),allocatable::w,qw,gradvec,aftgradvec
     8 real*8, dimension(:), allocatable:: Coeffs
     9 real*8, dimension(:,:), allocatable:: Powers
    10 integer::ci,cf,i,Aj,ibar,iii,d,grth,leth,el,t,y,xx,rWL,rWW,msize,p,s,ibarlea

k,coeffs_len,chk,chki,ibar2,z,z2,dump,exitAll
    11 real*8::equa,start,finish,time,basisCenter,far,farc,vpoint,v1,v2,step,relax,

dumdum,now,factorial
    12 real*8::radius,p1,p2,rando,pi
    13 real*8:: vbar, addIt,vbarTMP,vbarTOT=0,qbar,energyUnits,nscal
    14 real*8:: Ecut, Ecut0, increment, holeUpperBound, holeLowerBound
    15 integer::j,k,l,natm,ierr,ct,qc,qd,qe,qf,v,leaktest,verification,unique,ierr2

,PESconvention,version,everything,summationConvention
    16 character(len=1024) :: output
    17 character(len=1024) :: PES
    18 character(len=1024) :: molecule
    19 pi=3.14159265359d0    
    20 !Note: The parameters marked with "!−−−>" are the ones you'll typically want

 to change  
    21 nscal=1*sqrt(pi)   !−−−>Lattice spacing.
    22 molecule="Uracil"  !−−−>Name the molecule here. The PES file should be named

 pe<molecule>.dat
    23
    24 write (output,'(a)') "Hole2c" !−−−>Output name−tag  
    25 output=trim(output) //trim(molecule)// ".txt"
    26 open(unit=4, file=output)
    27 write(4,*) "Vcut for this iteration is:"
    28 write (PES,'(a)') "pe"
    29 PES="PES/"//trim(PES) // trim(molecule)  // ".dat"
    30 Open(UNIT = 15, file=PES)    
    31 Open(unit=11,file="leaks.txt")
    32
    33 dump=0               
    34 msize=210000        !−−−> N_max value
    35                     ! If the basis jumps to this size, it is an indication o

f a hole.
    36                       
    37 Ecut0=7100!/219474.6313d0    !−−−>Highest value known before V_hole. (Use sa

me units as the PES file (the division factor is the cm^−1 to Hartree conver
sion, if wanted)

    38                              ! If you know nothing about the hole, set this 
to a very low number, maybe even 0. 

    39 increment=100!/219474.6313d0 !−−−> The value of (increment+Ecut0) should be 
the energy value up to to where you want to check for holes. 

    40
    41 exitAll=0
    42
    43 do everything=0,18    !−−−>Iterations of the code. Each iteration makes the 

output more precise.
    44 write(11,*) "format: vector 1, vector 2, PE at vector 1, PE at vector 2"
    45 energyUnits= 219474.6313d0      !−−−> units used in PES input file, in relat

ion to Hartrees. Set it to 1d0 for Hartree, 219474.6313d0 for cm−1
    46
    47 PESconvention=2       !−−−>The convention of the PES input file
    48                       != 1 for power based convention  
    49                       != 2 for index based convention
    50 summationConvention=2 !−−−>=1 for Constrained convention 
    51                       ! =2 for "Unconstrained" summation convention
    52
    53 version=2             !=1 for U<V rule
    54                       !=2 for standard Crystal growth 
    55
    56 ierr=4 !−−−> Highest monomial order if the index based PES convention is use

d. Ignore for power based convenion.
    57
    58
    59 Ecut0=Ecut0+(increment*1d0/2**(everything*1.0)−2.0*increment*(exitAll*1.0)/2

**(everything*1.0)) !Moves closer to Vhole with each iteration
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findHoleEnergy.f90[+]                                                         Page 2

    60 exitAll=0    
    61
    62
    63
    64 write(4,*) ecut0*219474.6313/energyUnits, "cm−1", "time=",now−start
    65
    66 open(unit=180, file="radiux.txt") !Simplicial growth, Spherical, Lop sided, 

anything. 
    67 Read(15,*) d, coeffs_len         
    68 Allocate(Coeffs(coeffs_len))     
    69 Allocate(Powers(coeffs_len, d))  
    70 Allocate(rad(d)) 
    71 !Search pattern is written to file below for simplicial growth. 
    72 !If another search pattern is wanted, comment out the below and input your p

attern in the file radiux.txt
    73 write(180,*) d*2+1      !
    74 rad=0                   !
    75 write(180,*)rad         !
    76 do iii=1,d              !
    77     rad=0               !
    78     do i=1,d            !
    79       if (i==iii) then  !
    80       rad(iii)=1        !
    81       end if            !
    82     end do              !
    83     write(180,*)rad     !
    84     write(180,*)rad*(−1)!
    85 end do                  !
    86 rewind(180)             !
    87 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
    88
    89
    90 read(180,*) ct
    91 Allocate(arrae(ct,d))
    92 do i=1,ct
    93 read(180,*) (arrae(i,j),j=1,d)
    94 end do
    95
    96 if (PESconvention==1) then
    97   Do i = 1, coeffs_len
    98     ierr2=0
    99     Read (15,*) (Powers(i,j), j=1,d ) ,Coeffs(i)
   100     Do j=1,d
   101       ierr2=ierr2+Powers(i,j)
   102     End do
   103     If (ierr2>ierr) then
   104       ierr=ierr2
   105     End if
   106   End Do
   107   Allocate(terms(ierr,coeffs_len))
   108   terms=0
   109   Do i=1,coeffs_len
   110     j=1
   111     k=1
   112     Do
   113       if (powers(i,j)>0) then
   114         powers(i,j)=powers(i,j)−1
   115         terms(k,i)=j
   116         k=k+1
   117       else if (j<d) then
   118         j=j+1
   119       else
   120         exit
   121       end if
   122     end do
   123   end do
   124 else if (PESconvention==2) then
   125   Powers=0
   126   Allocate(terms(ierr,coeffs_len))
   127   Do i=1, coeffs_len
   128       Read (15,*) (terms(j,i),j=1,ierr), Coeffs(i)
   129       Do j=1,ierr
   130           if (terms(j,i)>0)then
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   131               Powers(i,terms(j,i))=Powers(i,terms(j,i))+1;
   132           end if
   133       end do
   134   end do
   135 end if   
   136
   137 if (summationConvention==2) then  
   138 Do z2=1,coeffs_len  
   139   addIt=1
   140   Do z=1,ierr
   141     if (terms(z,z2).ne.0) then
   142          if (z<ierr) then                        
   143            if (terms(z,z2)==terms(z+1,z2)) then
   144              addIt=addIt+1;
   145              if (z2==coeffs_len .and. z==ierr−1) then ! correcting the last 

coefficent, which got left out
   146                 Coeffs(z2)=Coeffs(z2)/factorial(addIt)
   147              end if
   148            else
   149              Coeffs(z2)=Coeffs(z2)/factorial(addIt)
   150              addIt=1
   151            end if
   152          end if
   153     end if
   154   end do
   155 end do
   156 end if
   157
   158 allocate (qw(d))
   159 allocate (gog(d,msize))              
   160 allocate (ogo(d,msize))               
   161 allocate (le(msize))
   162 allocate (ri(msize))
   163 allocate (le2(msize))
   164 allocate (ri2(msize))
   165 allocate(qq(d))
   166 allocate(qq2(d))
   167 allocate(pot(msize))
   168
   169 ci=1
   170 cf=1
   171 ibar=1
   172 ibar2=1
   173 le=−1
   174 ri=−1
   175 le2=−1
   176 ri2=−1
   177 step=0
   178
   179
   180 !Defining the first PES point                   
   181 do i=1,d                                                                    

            
   182  gog(i,1)=0                                                     
   183  ogo(i,1)=0                                                     
   184 end do                                                                      

            
   185
   186 vbarTOT=vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   187
   188 ci=1
   189 cf=ibar
   190
   191 do while (cf>=ci)
   192
   193 if(exitAll==1) then
   194  write(4,*) "Maybe a hole. Increase max msize to go further next time", ibar
   195  write(4,*) "use holePath.f90 to verify holes"
   196  exit
   197 end if
   198
   199 dump=0
   200 !!
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   201
   202 do i=ci,cf      
   203   if (exitAll==1)then
   204     write(4,*) "Maybe a hole. Increase max msize to go further next time", i

bar
   205     write(4,*) "use holePath.f90 to verify holes"
   206     exit
   207   end if
   208
   209
   210   do chki=1,d
   211     qq(chki)=gog(chki,i)
   212     qq2(chki)=gog(chki,i)
   213   end do
   214   qbar=vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   215
   216   do t=2,ct
   217       if (exitAll==1)then
   218          write(4,*) "Maybe a hole. Increase max msize to go further next tim

e", ibar
   219          write(4,*) "use holePath.f90 to verify holes"
   220
   221         exit
   222       end if
   223       chk=0
   224       do chki=1,d
   225         qq(chki)=gog(chki,i)+arrae(t,chki)
   226       end do
   227       vbarTMP = vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   228       dumdum=1
   229       leaktest=1
   230       
   231       if (version==1) then
   232         if(step==0 .and.vbarTMP<Ecut0 .and. vbarTMP>qbar) then 
   233           dumdum=0
   234         end if
   235         if (dumdum.ne.0) then  !Sets leaktest=0 if if U<V condition is viola

ted. 
   236           if(step==0 .and.vbarTMP<Ecut0 .and. vbarTMP<qbar) then 
   237           leaktest=0
   238           end if
   239         end if
   240       else if (version==2) then
   241         if(step==0 .and.vbarTMP<Ecut0) then 
   242           dumdum=0
   243         end if     
   244
   245 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
   246 !−−−>This section is to plug holes
   247 !Comment it out otherwise
   248
   249 !−−−> Enter the points that need to be plugged. 
   250 !Note: 
   251 !Step1. This code gives the energy range of lowest hole. 
   252 !Step2. Then use the code holePath.f90 to find the location of this hole by 
   253 !inputing this energy range there. 
   254 !Step3. Input that location of hole back into this code to "plug" the hole. 
   255 !(Samples of plugging are provided below)
   256 !Step4: Then run this code again to get the energy range for the next hole.
   257 !Step5. Repeat steps 2 and 3 as many times as desired. 
   258 !Don't remove old plugs while adding new ones. Just add them one below anoth

er.
   259
   260
   261 !Set plugs here   !−−−> set plugs in this code as well like in holeFileMod.f

90
   262 !Example 1:
   263 !        if(qq(1)==0 .and. qq(2)==0 .and.qq(3)==0 .and.qq(4)==3 .and.qq(5)==

−5&
   264 !&.and.qq(6)==0 .and.qq(7)==0 .and.qq(8)==0 .and.qq(9)==0)then
   265 !          dumdum=1
   266 !        end if
   267
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   268
   269 !2. Below is is an example of a cubic plug for a 30D molecule.
   270
   271 !Note: each term below is of the form Abs(qq(d)−i) where:
   272 ! d is the dimension number
   273 ! i is the coordinate of that dimension at the hole lattice. 
   274
   275 !There are 4 lines (or rather paragraphs) below because there were 4 degener

ate
   276 !hole lattices in this case
   277
   278
   279 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!UracilHole!!!!!!!!!!!!!
   280 !        if(Abs(qq(1))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(2))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(3))<=1 &
   281 !&.and. Abs(qq(4))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(5)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(6)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq

(7))<=1&
   282 !&.and. Abs(qq(8)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(9))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(10))<=1 .and. &
   283 !& Abs(qq(11))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(12))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(13))<=1.and.Abs(qq(14))

<=1.and. &
   284 !& Abs(qq(15))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(16))<=1.and. Abs(qq(17)+2)<=1.and.Abs(qq(18)

+1)<=1.and. &
   285 !& Abs(qq(19)+1)<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(20))<=1.and. Abs(qq(21)−2)<=1.and.Abs(qq(2

2))<=1.and. &
   286 !& Abs(qq(23))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(24)+1)<=1.and. Abs(qq(25))<=1.and.Abs(qq(26)

)<=1.and. &
   287 !& Abs(qq(27))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(28))<=1.and. Abs(qq(29))<=1.and.Abs(qq(30)−5

)<=1)then
   288 !          dumdum=1
   289 !        end if
   290 !
   291 !        if(Abs(qq(1))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(2))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(3))<=1 &
   292 !&.and. Abs(qq(4))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(5)+1)<=1 .and.Abs(qq(6)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(

7))<=1&
   293 !&.and. Abs(qq(8)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(9))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(10))<=1 .and. &
   294 !& Abs(qq(11))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(12))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(13))<=1.and.Abs(qq(14))<

=1.and. &
   295 !& Abs(qq(15))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(16))<=1.and.Abs(qq(17)+2)<=1.and.Abs(qq(18)+

1)<=1.and. &
   296 !& Abs(qq(19)+1)<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(20))<=1.and.Abs(qq(21)−2)<=1.and.Abs(qq(22

))<=1.and. &
   297 !& Abs(qq(23))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(24)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(25))<=1.and.Abs(qq(26))

<=1.and. &
   298 !& Abs(qq(27))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(28))<=1.and.Abs(qq(29))<=1.and.Abs(qq(30)+5)

<=1)then
   299 !          dumdum=1
   300 !        end if
   301 !
   302 !
   303 !        if(Abs(qq(1))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(2))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(3))<=1 &
   304 !&.and. Abs(qq(4))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(5)+1)<=1 .and.Abs(qq(6)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(

7))<=1&
   305 !&.and. Abs(qq(8)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(9))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(10))<=1 .and. &
   306 !& Abs(qq(11))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(12)+1)<=1 .and.Abs(qq(13))<=1.and.Abs(qq(14)

)<=1.and. &
   307 !& Abs(qq(15))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(16))<=1.and.Abs(qq(17)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(18)+

1)<=1.and. &
   308 !& Abs(qq(19)−1)<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(20)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(21)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(

22))<=1.and. &
   309 !& Abs(qq(23))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(24)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(25))<=1.and.Abs(qq(26))

<=1.and. &
   310 !& Abs(qq(27))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(28))<=1.and.Abs(qq(29))<=1.and.Abs(qq(30)−4)

<=1)then
   311 !          dumdum=1
   312 !        end if
   313 !
   314 !        if(Abs(qq(1))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(2))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(3))<=1 &
   315 !&.and. Abs(qq(4))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(5)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(6)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(7

))<=1&
   316 !&.and. Abs(qq(8)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(9))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(10))<=1 .and. &
   317 !& Abs(qq(11))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(12)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(13))<=1.and.Abs(qq(14))

<=1.and. &
   318 !& Abs(qq(15))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(16))<=1.and.Abs(qq(17)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(18)+1)

<=1.and. &
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   319 !& Abs(qq(19)−1)<=1 .and.Abs(qq(20)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(21)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(22
))<=1.and. &

   320 !& Abs(qq(23))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(24)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(25))<=1.and.Abs(qq(26))<=
1.and. &

   321 !& Abs(qq(27))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(28))<=1.and.Abs(qq(29))<=1.and.Abs(qq(30)+4)<=
1)then

   322 !          dumdum=1 
   323 !        end if
   324 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
   325
   326       end if
   327        !Sorts the vector into the list
   328       if (dumdum==0) then
   329         call sort(qq,d,gog,le,ri,msize,i,unique,iii)  
   330           if (unique==1) then                                              !

unique is 0 if the vector is already in the list
   331               call addTo(ibar,ri,gog,iii,qq,d,pot,vbartmp,msize,exitAll)   !

adds vector to gog, and adds vector's label to ri(iii)
   332               vbarTOT=vbarTOT+vbarTMP
   333           else if (unique==−1) then
   334               call addTo(ibar,le,gog,iii,qq,d,pot,vbartmp,msize,exitAll)
   335               vbarTOT=vbarTOT+vbarTMP
   336           end if
   337       end if
   338       
   339     !Find turnarouds with U<V
   340       if (leaktest==0) then
   341           call sort(qq,d,gog,le,ri,msize,i,unique,iii)  
   342           if (unique.ne.0) then
   343               call sort(qq,d,ogo,le2,ri2,msize,i,unique,iii) !below can be u

sed to output the "unique" points that disobey U<V
   344               if (unique==1) then                            
   345                   call addTo(ibar2,ri2,ogo,iii,qq,d,pot,vbartmp,msize,exitAl

l)              
   346 !                  write(11,"(10F5.1)") qq2                  
   347 !                  write(11,"(10F5.1)") qq                    
   348 !                  write(11,*) qbar, vbartmp                 
   349               else if (unique==−1) then
   350                   call addTo(ibar2,le2,ogo,iii,qq,d,pot,vbartmp,msize,exitAl

l)
   351 !                  write(11,"(10F5.1)") qq2
   352 !                  write(11,"(10F5.1)") qq
   353 !                  write(11,*) qbar, vbartmp
   354               end if
   355           end if
   356       end if
   357   end do
   358 end do                                                                      

            
   359 if(ci>cf) then
   360  write(4,*) "this iteration seems to be ending. New iteration may start afte

r this step"
   361 end if                                                          
   362 ci=cf+1                                                                     

            
   363 cf=ibar 
   364 call cpu_time(now)
   365 !write(*,*) ibar, now−start
   366 write(4,*) "time", now−start, "Seconds"
   367 write(4,*) "basis expands to new size:", cf
   368
   369 end do                                                                      

            
   370 !_______________________________________________!
   371
   372 !WRITE(4,*) "average potential", vbarTOT/float(ibar)
   373 vbarTOT=0
   374
   375 !write(9,*) 2,2,ibar,"=ibar"   !−−−> If you want to print all the accepted l

attice points.
   376 !do i=1,ibar
   377 !  write(9,"(10F5.1)") (gog(v,i),v=1,d)
   378 !  write(9,*) pot(i)
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   379 !end do
   380
   381
   382 call cpu_time(finish)
   383 time=finish−start
   384 !write(4,*) time
   385
   386 !msize=ibar*2
   387
   388 deallocate (qw)
   389 deallocate (gog)              
   390 deallocate (ogo)               
   391 deallocate (le)
   392 deallocate (ri)
   393 deallocate (le2)
   394 deallocate (ri2)
   395 deallocate(qq)
   396 deallocate(qq2)
   397 deallocate(pot)
   398     deAllocate(Coeffs)      
   399     deAllocate(Powers)  
   400     deAllocate(rad)                   
   401     deAllocate(arrae)
   402     deAllocate(terms)
   403
   404 rewind(15)
   405 rewind(180)
   406 end do
   407 end program
   408
   409
   410 function grth(d,qq,i,iii,msize,gog)                     !returns 1 if greate

r, else 0
   411 integer:: d,i,iii,a,grth,z,xx,b,msize
   412 real, dimension(d,msize):: gog
   413 real*8, dimension(d):: qq
   414 xx=0
   415 do z=1,d
   416   if(qq(z)>gog(z,iii))then
   417     xx=1
   418     exit
   419   else if(qq(z)<gog(z,iii))then
   420     exit
   421   end if
   422 end do
   423 grth=xx
   424 return
   425 end function
   426
   427
   428 function leth(d,qq,i,iii,msize,gog)                     !returns 1 if lesser

, else 0
   429 integer:: d,i,iii,a,leth,z,xx,b,msize
   430 real, dimension(d,msize):: gog
   431 real*8, dimension(d):: qq
   432 xx=0
   433 do z=1,d
   434   if(qq(z)<gog(z,iii))then
   435     xx=1
   436     exit
   437   else if(qq(z)>gog(z,iii))then
   438     exit
   439   end if
   440 end do
   441 leth=xx
   442 return
   443 end function
   444
   445
   446 function vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)               

            !potential
   447 integer:: b,d,z,y,coeffs_len,ierr
   448 real*8,dimension(d)::q,qq
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   449  real*8,dimension(coeffs_len,d)::Powers
   450 integer,dimension(ierr,coeffs_len)::terms
   451  real*8,dimension(coeffs_len)::Coeffs
   452  real*8:: vbar, nscal,vari,addIt
   453 integer::j,k,l,z2,c2
   454 !real,external::f,di
   455
   456 q=qq*nscal
   457 vbar=0
   458
   459 Do z2=1,coeffs_len 
   460   vari=1
   461   addIt=1
   462   Do z=1,ierr
   463     if (terms(z,z2).ne.0) then
   464       vari=vari*q(terms(z,z2))
   465       
   466     end if
   467   end do
   468   vbar=vbar+Coeffs(z2)*vari
   469 end do
   470
   471 vbar=vbar
   472 return
   473 end function
   474
   475 function factorial(i)
   476 integer::ii
   477 real*8::i,factorial
   478 factorial=1
   479 do ii=1,nint(i)
   480 factorial=factorial*ii
   481 end do
   482 return 
   483 end function
   484
   485 subroutine sort(qq,d,gogo,le,ri,msize,i,unique,iii) !unique returns 0/1/−1 i

f the vector is (already in list)/(on right side of lowest element in the bi
nary−sort tree)/(on left side of lowest element)

   486 integer:: i,d,msize,iii,unique,grth,leth
   487 real*8,dimension(d)::q,qq
   488 real,dimension(d,msize)::gogo
   489 integer, dimension(msize):: le,ri
   490          unique=0                             
   491          iii=1                                                              

    
   492          do                                                                 

            
   493              if ((grth(d,qq,i,iii,msize,gogo))==1) then !If (the vector bein

g sorted is greater than the iii−th in the binary tree) then
   494                  if (ri(iii)>0) then                    !If (there is an ele

ment to the right of iii)
   495                    iii = ri(iii)                        !Then, the next time

 when this the loop repeats, compare the vector with the element on the righ
t side of iii

   496                  else                                                   
   497                    unique=1                             !Else report to the 

main code that the vector is a new element. (iii and unique are the outputs 
of this section)

   498                  exit
   499                  end if                                                 
   500              else if (leth(d,qq,i,iii,msize,gogo)==1) then      
   501                  if (le(iii)>0) then                    
   502                    iii = le(iii)                                
   503                  else
   504                    unique=−1
   505                  exit
   506                  end if                                                 
   507              else                                                           

    
   508                  exit                                   !Unique remains =0 i

f the vector is same as iii
   509              end if                                                         
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   510          end do                                                             

    
   511 end subroutine
   512
   513
   514 subroutine addTo(ibar,ri,gogo,iii,qq,d,pot,vbartmp,msize,exitAll)
   515 integer:: ibar,iii,el,d,exitAll
   516 integer, dimension(msize):: ri
   517 real,dimension(d,msize)::gogo
   518 real*8,dimension(d)::qq
   519 real*8,dimension(msize)::pot
   520 ibar=ibar+1     
   521 if(ibar==msize−1) then
   522   exitAll=1
   523 end if
   524 ri(iii)=ibar                                            !
   525 do el=1,d
   526   gogo(el,ibar)=qq(el)
   527 end do
   528 pot(ibar)=vbartmp
   529 end subroutine
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     1 program main
     2 implicit none
     3 real, dimension (:,:),allocatable:: gog,arrae,ogo
     4 integer, dimension (:,:), allocatable ::terms
     5 integer, dimension (:), allocatable :: le,ri,rad,nci,le2,ri2,vec1, vec2
     6 real*8,dimension(:),allocatable::furp,minim,maxim,pot,qq,qq2
     7 real*8, dimension (:),allocatable::w,qw,gradvec,aftgradvec
     8 real*8, dimension(:), allocatable:: Coeffs
     9 real*8, dimension(:,:), allocatable:: Powers
    10 integer::ci,cf,i,Aj,ibar,ibar3,iii,d,grth,leth,el,t,y,xx,rWL,rWW,msize,p,s,i

barleak,coeffs_len,chk,chki,ibar2,z,z2,dump
    11 real*8::equa,start,finish,time,basisCenter,far,farc,vpoint,v1,v2,step,relax,

dumdum,now,factorial,layers
    12 real*8::radius,p1,p2,rando,pi
    13 real*8:: vbar, addIt,vbarTMP,vbarTOT=0,qbar,energyUnits,nscal
    14 real*8:: Ecut, Ecut0, increment,Ecut1
    15 integer::j,k,l,natm,ierr,ct,qc,qd,qe,qf,v,leaktest,verification,unique,ierr2

,PESconvention,version,everything,summationConvention
    16 character(len=1024) :: output
    17 character(len=1024) :: PES
    18 character(len=1024) :: molecule
    19 integer,dimension(5)::iba
    20 pi=3.14159265359d0    
    21 molecule="Uracil"    !−−−>See findHoleLocation.f90. Comments made there are 

not repeated here.
    22
    23 write (output,'(a)') "Hole9"     
    24 output=trim(output) //trim(molecule)// ".txt"
    25 open(unit=4, file=output)
    26 write(4,*) "ecut", "   ", "ibar", "   ","time"
    27 write (PES,'(a)') "pe"
    28 PES="PES/"//trim(PES) // trim(molecule)  // ".dat"
    29 Open(unit=15,file=PES)
    30 Open(unit=11,file="Hole9.txt")
    31 Open(unit=13,file="HolePath3Uracil.txt") !−−−>The output showing layers vs N
    32
    33 msize=40000000  !−−−> N_max
    34
    35 Ecut0=7113.26!/219474.6313d0 !−−−> highest known V_cut before hole (from fin

dHoleLocation.f90)
    36 Ecut1=7113.27                !−−−> lowest known V_cut after hole   (        

  "              )
    37
    38 increment=Ecut1−Ecut0!/219474.6313d0 !! 
    39
    40 write(4,*) Ecut0
    41
    42 !write(11,*) "format: vector 1, vector 2, PE at vector 1, PE at vector 2"
    43 !<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<         SET VARIABLES HERE        >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>!
    44 energyUnits= 219474.6313d0   !! given unit in PES, 1 for Hartree, 219474.631

3 for cm−1
    45 PESconvention=2       !−−−> 1 for power based, 2 for index based
    46 summationConvention=2 !−−−> 1 for constrained, 2 for Tucker's
    47
    48 version=2    !  =2  (1 for U<V)
    49 layers=5     !−−−> Set number of layers desired here
    50 nscal=1*sqrt(pi)  !−−−> lattice spacing
    51
    52 ierr=4 !−−−> Highest monomial order if the index based PES convention is use

d. Ignore for power based convenion.
    53
    54 open(unit=180, file="radiux.txt") 
    55 Read(15,*) d, coeffs_len          
    56 Allocate(Coeffs(coeffs_len))      
    57 Allocate(Powers(coeffs_len, d))   
    58 Allocate(rad(d))                  
    59 write(180,*) d*2+1
    60 rad=0
    61 write(180,*)rad
    62 do iii=1,d
    63     rad=0
    64     do i=1,d
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    65       if (i==iii) then
    66       rad(iii)=1
    67       end if
    68     end do
    69     write(180,*)rad
    70     write(180,*)rad*(−1)
    71 end do
    72 rewind(180)
    73 read(180,*) ct
    74 Allocate(arrae(ct,d))
    75 do i=1,ct
    76 read(180,*) (arrae(i,j),j=1,d)
    77 end do
    78
    79 if (PESconvention==1) then
    80   Do i = 1, coeffs_len
    81     ierr2=0
    82     Read (15,*) (Powers(i,j), j=1,d ) ,Coeffs(i)
    83     Do j=1,d
    84       ierr2=ierr2+Powers(i,j)
    85     End do
    86     If (ierr2>ierr) then
    87       ierr=ierr2
    88     End if
    89   End Do
    90   Allocate(terms(ierr,coeffs_len))
    91   terms=0
    92   Do i=1,coeffs_len
    93     j=1
    94     k=1
    95     Do
    96       if (powers(i,j)>0) then
    97         powers(i,j)=powers(i,j)−1
    98         terms(k,i)=j
    99         k=k+1
   100       else if (j<d) then
   101         j=j+1
   102       else
   103         exit
   104       end if
   105     end do
   106   end do
   107 else if (PESconvention==2) then
   108   Powers=0
   109   Allocate(terms(ierr,coeffs_len))
   110   Do i=1, coeffs_len
   111       Read (15,*) (terms(j,i),j=1,ierr), Coeffs(i)
   112       Do j=1,ierr
   113           if (terms(j,i)>0)then
   114               Powers(i,terms(j,i))=Powers(i,terms(j,i))+1;
   115           end if
   116       end do
   117   end do
   118 end if   
   119
   120 if (summationConvention==2) then
   121 Do z2=1,coeffs_len             
   122   addIt=1
   123   Do z=1,ierr
   124     if (terms(z,z2).ne.0) then
   125          if (z<ierr) then                        
   126            if (terms(z,z2)==terms(z+1,z2)) then
   127              addIt=addIt+1;
   128              if (z2==coeffs_len .and. z==ierr−1) then 
   129                 Coeffs(z2)=Coeffs(z2)/factorial(addIt)
   130              end if
   131            else
   132              Coeffs(z2)=Coeffs(z2)/factorial(addIt)
   133              addIt=1
   134            end if
   135          end if
   136     end if
   137   end do
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   138 end do
   139 end if
   140
   141 allocate (qw(d))
   142 allocate (gog(d,msize))              
   143 allocate (ogo(d,msize))               
   144 allocate (le(msize))
   145 allocate (ri(msize))
   146 allocate (le2(msize))
   147 allocate (ri2(msize))
   148 allocate(qq(d))
   149 allocate(qq2(d))
   150 allocate(pot(msize))
   151
   152 ci=1
   153 cf=1
   154 ibar=1
   155 ibar2=1
   156 le=−1
   157 ri=−1
   158 le2=−1
   159 ri2=−1
   160 step=0
   161
   162 do i=1,d                                                                    

            
   163 gog(i,1)=0                                                      
   164 ogo(i,1)=0                                                      
   165 end do                                                                      

            
   166
   167 pot(1)=vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   168 vbarTOT=vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   169
   170 do while (step<=layers) 
   171 write(4,*) "            ",step,""
   172 if (step==1) then
   173 Ecut0=Ecut0+increment
   174 write(*,*) "incremented"
   175 write(4,*) "incremented"
   176 end if
   177
   178 if (step<=1) then 
   179 ci=1
   180 end if
   181
   182 cf=ibar
   183
   184 do while (cf>=ci)
   185
   186 do i=ci,cf      
   187   do chki=1,d
   188   qq(chki)=gog(chki,i)
   189   qq2(chki)=gog(chki,i)
   190   end do
   191   qbar=vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   192   do t=2,ct
   193       chk=0
   194       do chki=1,d
   195         qq(chki)=gog(chki,i)+arrae(t,chki)
   196       end do
   197       vbarTMP = vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   198       dumdum=1
   199       
   200       if(vbarTMP<Ecut0) then 
   201         dumdum=0
   202
   203
   204 !Set plugs here   !−−−> set plugs in this code, just like in holeFileMod.f90
   205 !Example 1.
   206 !        if(qq(1)==0 .and. qq(2)==0 .and.qq(3)==0 .and.qq(4)==3 .and.qq(5)==

−5&
   207 !&.and.qq(6)==0 .and.qq(7)==0 .and.qq(8)==0 .and.qq(9)==0)then
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   208 !          dumdum=1
   209 !        end if
   210
   211
   212 !Example 2. Below is is an example of a cubic plug for a 30 dimensional surf

ace
   213
   214 !Note: each term below is of the form Abs(qq(d)−i) where:
   215 ! d is the dimension number
   216 ! i is the coordinate value of that dimension at the hole lattice. 
   217
   218 !There are 4 lines (or rather paragraphs) below because there were 4 degener

ate hole lattices in this case
   219
   220 !        if(Abs(qq(1))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(2))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(3))<=1 &
   221 !&.and. Abs(qq(4))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(5)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(6)+1)<=1 .and.Abs(q

q(7))<=1&
   222 !&.and. Abs(qq(8)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(9))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(10))<=1 .and. &
   223 !& Abs(qq(11))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(12))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(13))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(14)

)<=1.and. &
   224 !& Abs(qq(15))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(16))<=1.and. Abs(qq(17)+2)<=1 .and.Abs(qq(18

)+1)<=1.and. &
   225 !& Abs(qq(19)+1)<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(20))<=1.and. Abs(qq(21)−2)<=1 .and.Abs(qq(

22))<=1.and. &
   226 !& Abs(qq(23))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(24)+1)<=1.and. Abs(qq(25))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(26

))<=1.and. &
   227 !& Abs(qq(27))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(28))<=1.and. Abs(qq(29))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(30)−

5)<=1)then
   228 !          dumdum=1
   229 !        end if
   230 !
   231 !        if(Abs(qq(1))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(2))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(3))<=1 &
   232 !&.and. Abs(qq(4))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(5)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(6)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq

(7))<=1&
   233 !&.and. Abs(qq(8)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(9))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(10))<=1 .and. &
   234 !& Abs(qq(11))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(12))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(13))<=1.and.Abs(qq(14))

<=1.and. &
   235 !& Abs(qq(15))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(16))<=1.and. Abs(qq(17)+2)<=1.and.Abs(qq(18)

+1)<=1.and. &
   236 !& Abs(qq(19)+1)<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(20))<=1.and. Abs(qq(21)−2)<=1.and.Abs(qq(2

2))<=1.and. &
   237 !& Abs(qq(23))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(24)−1)<=1.and. Abs(qq(25))<=1.and.Abs(qq(26)

)<=1.and. &
   238 !& Abs(qq(27))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(28))<=1.and. Abs(qq(29))<=1.and.Abs(qq(30)+5

)<=1)then
   239 !          dumdum=1
   240 !        end if
   241 !
   242 !        if(Abs(qq(1))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(2))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(3))<=1 &
   243 !&.and. Abs(qq(4))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(5)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(6)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(7

))<=1&
   244 !&.and. Abs(qq(8)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(9))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(10))<=1 .and. &
   245 !& Abs(qq(11))<=1 .and.  Abs(qq(12)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(13))<=1.and.Abs(qq(14))

<=1.and. &
   246 !& Abs(qq(15))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(16))<=1.and.Abs(qq(17)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(18)+1)

<=1.and. &
   247 !& Abs(qq(19)−1)<=1 .and.Abs(qq(20)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(21)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(22

))<=1.and. &
   248 !& Abs(qq(23))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(24)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(25))<=1.and.Abs(qq(26))<=

1.and. &
   249 !& Abs(qq(27))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(28))<=1.and.Abs(qq(29))<=1.and.Abs(qq(30)−4)<=

1)then
   250 !          dumdum=1
   251 !        end if
   252 !
   253 !        if(Abs(qq(1))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(2))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(3))<=1 &
   254 !&.and. Abs(qq(4))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(5)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(6)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(7)

)<=1&
   255 !&.and. Abs(qq(8)+1)<=1 .and. Abs(qq(9))<=1 .and. Abs(qq(10))<=1 .and. &
   256 !& Abs(qq(11))<=1 .and.Abs(qq(12)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(13))<=1.and.Abs(qq(14))<=

1.and. &
   257 !& Abs(qq(15))<=1.and.Abs(qq(16))<=1.and.Abs(qq(17)+1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(18)+1)<

=1.and. &
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   258 !& Abs(qq(19)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(20)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(21)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(22)
)<=1.and. &

   259 !& Abs(qq(23))<=1.and.Abs(qq(24)−1)<=1.and.Abs(qq(25))<=1.and.Abs(qq(26))<=1
.and. &

   260 !& Abs(qq(27))<=1.and.Abs(qq(28))<=1.and.Abs(qq(29))<=1.and.Abs(qq(30)+4)<=1
)then

   261 !          dumdum=1
   262 !        end if
   263
   264       end if      
   265
   266       
   267       if (dumdum==0) then
   268         call sort(qq,d,gog,le,ri,msize,i,unique,iii)  
   269         if (unique==1) then             
   270             call addTo(ibar,ri,gog,iii,qq,d,pot,vbartmp,msize) 
   271             vbarTOT=vbarTOT+vbarTMP
   272         else if (unique==−1) then
   273             call addTo(ibar,le,gog,iii,qq,d,pot,vbartmp,msize)
   274             vbarTOT=vbarTOT+vbarTMP
   275         end if
   276       end if
   277   end do
   278 end do                                          
   279
   280 ci=cf+1                                                                     

            
   281 cf=ibar 
   282 call cpu_time(now)
   283 write(*,*) ibar, now−start
   284 write(4,*) ecut0, now−start
   285 write(4,*) "ring at", ibar,step, ci, cf
   286
   287 if (step==0) then
   288 ibar3=ibar
   289 end if
   290
   291 if (step>=1) then  !Steps where you want to terminate after one iteration
   292 iba(step)=ibar     !(Layers or termination strategies)
   293 write(*,*) ibar
   294 exit
   295 end if
   296
   297 end do                                                                      

            
   298 !_______________________________________________!
   299
   300 write(4,*) ecut0*219474.6313/energyUnits, "   ", ibar ,"   ",now−start
   301 step=step+1
   302 end do
   303
   304 if (step==1) then
   305 ci=1       !For step=1, we check leaks from "all" points of step=0 by resett

ing ci.  
   306 end if     !A faster algorithm is perhaps possible by finding
   307            !the boundary points and storing them in a seperate list.
   308 write(13,*) ibar3
   309 do j=1,step
   310 do i=ibar3+1, iba(j)
   311  write(13,"(10F5.1)") (gog(v,i),v=1,d)
   312       do v=1,d
   313       qq(v)=gog(v,i)
   314       end do
   315  write(13,*) "potential=",&
   316 &vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)*219474.6313/energyUnit

s
   317  write(13,*) "point#", i, ", layer=",j
   318 end do
   319 ibar3=iba(j)
   320 end do
   321
   322
   323 call cpu_time(finish)
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   324 time=finish−start
   325
   326 deallocate (qw)
   327 deallocate (gog)              
   328 deallocate (ogo)               
   329 deallocate (le)
   330 deallocate (ri)
   331 deallocate (le2)
   332 deallocate (ri2)
   333 deallocate(qq)
   334 deallocate(qq2)
   335 deallocate(pot)
   336     deAllocate(Coeffs)        
   337     deAllocate(Powers)     
   338     deAllocate(rad)            
   339     deAllocate(arrae)
   340     deAllocate(terms)
   341
   342 rewind(15)
   343 rewind(180)
   344 end program
   345
   346
   347 function grth(d,qq,i,iii,msize,gog)                     !returns 1 if greate

r, else 0
   348 integer:: d,i,iii,a,grth,z,xx,b,msize
   349 real, dimension(d,msize):: gog
   350 real*8, dimension(d):: qq
   351 xx=0
   352 do z=1,d
   353   if(qq(z)>gog(z,iii))then
   354     xx=1
   355     exit
   356   else if(qq(z)<gog(z,iii))then
   357     exit
   358   end if
   359 end do
   360 grth=xx
   361 return
   362 end function
   363
   364 function leth(d,qq,i,iii,msize,gog)                     !returns 1 if lesser

, else 0
   365 integer:: d,i,iii,a,leth,z,xx,b,msize
   366 real, dimension(d,msize):: gog
   367 real*8, dimension(d):: qq
   368 xx=0
   369 do z=1,d
   370   if(qq(z)<gog(z,iii))then
   371     xx=1
   372     exit
   373   else if(qq(z)>gog(z,iii))then
   374     exit
   375   end if
   376 end do
   377 leth=xx
   378 return
   379 end function
   380
   381 function vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)               

            !potential
   382 integer:: b,d,z,y,coeffs_len,ierr
   383 real*8,dimension(d)::q,qq
   384  real*8,dimension(coeffs_len,d)::Powers
   385 integer,dimension(ierr,coeffs_len)::terms
   386  real*8,dimension(coeffs_len)::Coeffs
   387  real*8:: vbar, nscal,vari,addIt
   388 integer::j,k,l,z2,c2
   389 !real,external::f,di
   390
   391 q=qq*nscal
   392 vbar=0
   393
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   394 Do z2=1,coeffs_len 
   395   vari=1
   396   addIt=1
   397   Do z=1,ierr
   398     if (terms(z,z2).ne.0) then
   399       vari=vari*q(terms(z,z2))
   400       
   401     end if
   402   end do
   403   vbar=vbar+Coeffs(z2)*vari
   404 end do
   405
   406 vbar=vbar
   407 return
   408 end function
   409
   410 function factorial(i)
   411 integer::ii
   412 real*8::i,factorial
   413 factorial=1
   414 do ii=1,nint(i)
   415 factorial=factorial*ii
   416 end do
   417 return 
   418 end function
   419
   420 subroutine sort(qq,d,gogo,le,ri,msize,i,unique,iii) 
   421 integer:: i,d,msize,iii,unique,grth,leth
   422 real*8,dimension(d)::q,qq
   423 real,dimension(d,msize)::gogo
   424 integer, dimension(msize):: le,ri
   425          unique=0                             
   426          iii=1                                                              

    
   427          do                                                                 

            
   428              if ((grth(d,qq,i,iii,msize,gogo))==1) then 
   429                  if (ri(iii)>0) then                        
   430                    iii = ri(iii)                                        
   431                  else                                                   
   432                    unique=1                            
   433                  exit
   434                  end if                                                 
   435              else if (leth(d,qq,i,iii,msize,gogo)==1) then      
   436                  if (le(iii)>0) then                    
   437                    iii = le(iii)                                
   438                  else
   439                    unique=−1
   440                  exit
   441                  end if                                                 
   442              else                                                           

    
   443                  exit                                  
   444              end if                                                         

    
   445          end do                                                             

    
   446 end subroutine
   447
   448 subroutine addTo(ibar,ri,gogo,iii,qq,d,pot,vbartmp,msize)
   449 integer:: ibar,iii,el,d
   450 integer, dimension(msize):: ri
   451 real,dimension(d,msize)::gogo
   452 real*8,dimension(d)::qq
   453 real*8,dimension(msize)::pot
   454 ibar=ibar+1     
   455 ri(iii)=ibar                                            !
   456 do el=1,d
   457   gogo(el,ibar)=qq(el)
   458 end do
   459 pot(ibar)=vbartmp
   460 end subroutine
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     1 program main
     2 implicit none
     3 real, dimension (:,:),allocatable:: arrae
     4 integer, dimension (:,:), allocatable ::terms
     5 integer, dimension (:), allocatable :: le,ri,rad,nci,le2,ri2,vec1, vec2
     6 real*8,dimension(:),allocatable::furp,minim,maxim,pot,qq,qq1,qq2, dq1
     7 real*8, dimension (:),allocatable::w,qw,gradvec,aftgradvec
     8
     9   real*8, dimension(:), allocatable:: Coeffs
    10
    11 real*8, dimension(:,:), allocatable:: Powers
    12 integer::ci,cf,i,Aj,ibar,ibar3,iii,d,grth,leth,el,t,y,xx,rWL,rWW,msize,p,s,i

barleak,coeffs_len,chk,chki,ibar2,z,z2,dump
    13 real*8::equa,start,finish,time,basisCenter,far,farc,vpoint,v1,v2,step,relax,

dumdum,now,factorial
    14 real*8::radius,p1,p2,rando,pi
    15
    16   real*8:: vbar, addIt,vbarTMP,vbarTOT=0,qbar,energyUnits,nscal,myValue
    17   real*8:: Ecut, Ecut0, dx
    18
    19 integer::midpts,j,k,l,natm,ierr,ct,qc,qd,qe,qf,v,leaktest,verification,uniqu

e,ierr2,PESconvention,version,everything,summationConvention
    20 character(len=1024) :: output
    21 character(len=1024) :: PES
    22 character(len=1024) :: molecule
    23
    24 integer,dimension(5)::iba
    25
    26 pi=3.14159265359d0    
    27
    28 molecule="C6H6"       !−−−> 
    29
    30 write (output,'(a)') "Tp"         !Output name−tag 
    31 output=trim(output) //trim(molecule)// ".txt"
    32 open(unit=4, file=output)
    33
    34 write (PES,'(a)') "pe"
    35 PES="PES/"//trim(PES) // trim(molecule)  // ".dat"
    36 Open(UNIT = 15, file=PES)      !PES 
    37
    38 dump=0
    39 msize=10000
    40
    41 write(11,*) "format: vector 1, vector 2, PE at vector 1, PE at vector 2"
    42 !<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<         SET VARIABLES HERE        >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>!
    43 energyUnits= 219474.6313d0  !! given unit in PES, 1 for Hartree, 219474.6313

 for cm−1
    44 PESconvention=1             !!The convention in which the PES surface is pro

vided
    45                             !!PES convention 1: # of columns = d  
    46                             !!PES convention 2: # of columns = highest polyn

omial order
    47
    48                  
    49 summationConvention=1       ! 1 for the constrained summation
    50                             ! 2 for Tucker's convention 
    51                       
    52 version=2        !! =1 For detecting multiple holes in a single−well system.
    53                  
    54 nscal=1*sqrt(pi)            !lattice spacing.
    55
    56 !<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>!
    57
    58 open(unit=180, file="radiux.txt") 
    59 Read(15,*) d, coeffs_len          
    60 Allocate(Coeffs(coeffs_len))     
    61 Allocate(Powers(coeffs_len, d)) 
    62 Allocate(rad(d))                 
    63                               
    64 write(180,*) d*2+1
    65 rad=0
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    66 write(180,*)rad
    67 do iii=1,d
    68     rad=0
    69     do i=1,d
    70       if (i==iii) then
    71       rad(iii)=1
    72       end if
    73     end do
    74     write(180,*)rad
    75     write(180,*)rad*(−1)
    76 end do
    77 rewind(180)
    78
    79 read(180,*) ct
    80 Allocate(arrae(ct,d))
    81 do i=1,ct
    82 read(180,*) (arrae(i,j),j=1,d)
    83 end do
    84
    85 if (PESconvention==1) then
    86   Do i = 1, coeffs_len
    87     ierr2=0
    88     Read (15,*) (Powers(i,j), j=1,d ) ,Coeffs(i)
    89     Do j=1,d
    90       ierr2=ierr2+Powers(i,j)
    91     End do
    92     If (ierr2>ierr) then
    93       ierr=ierr2
    94     End if
    95   End Do
    96   Allocate(terms(ierr,coeffs_len))
    97   terms=0
    98   Do i=1,coeffs_len
    99     j=1
   100     k=1
   101     Do
   102       if (powers(i,j)>0) then
   103         powers(i,j)=powers(i,j)−1
   104         terms(k,i)=j
   105         k=k+1
   106       else if (j<d) then
   107         j=j+1
   108       else
   109         exit
   110       end if
   111     end do
   112   end do
   113 else if (PESconvention==2) then
   114   Powers=0
   115   ierr=4 !                     !−−−>The highest monomial order (if using ind

ex based convention)
   116   Allocate(terms(ierr,coeffs_len))
   117   Do i=1, coeffs_len
   118       Read (15,*) (terms(j,i),j=1,ierr), Coeffs(i)
   119       Do j=1,ierr
   120           if (terms(j,i)>0)then
   121               Powers(i,terms(j,i))=Powers(i,terms(j,i))+1;
   122           end if
   123       end do
   124   end do
   125 end if   
   126
   127 if (summationConvention==2) then
   128 Do z2=1,coeffs_len              
   129   addIt=1
   130   Do z=1,ierr
   131     if (terms(z,z2).ne.0) then
   132          if (z<ierr) then                        
   133            if (terms(z,z2)==terms(z+1,z2)) then
   134              addIt=addIt+1;
   135              if (z2==coeffs_len .and. z==ierr−1) then 
   136                 Coeffs(z2)=Coeffs(z2)/factorial(addIt)
   137              end if
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   138            else
   139              Coeffs(z2)=Coeffs(z2)/factorial(addIt)
   140              addIt=1
   141            end if
   142          end if
   143     end if
   144   end do
   145 end do
   146 end if
   147
   148 allocate (qw(d))
   149 allocate (le(msize))
   150 allocate (ri(msize))
   151 allocate (le2(msize))
   152 allocate (ri2(msize))
   153 allocate(qq(d))
   154 allocate(qq1(d))
   155 allocate(dq1(d))
   156 allocate(qq2(d))
   157 allocate(pot(msize))
   158
   159 ci=1
   160 cf=1
   161 ibar=1
   162 ibar2=1
   163 le=−1
   164 ri=−1
   165 le2=−1
   166 ri2=−1
   167 step=0
   168
   169 !!!!!!!−−−> Enter the initial guess point goes below as qq1
   170
   171 qq1=0
   172
   173 !for ch3cn
   174 !qq1(2)=−1
   175 !qq1(3)=−4
   176 !qq1(4)=10
   177
   178
   179 midpts=10000
   180
   181
   182 dx=.001
   183 pot(1)=myValue(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr,dx)
   184
   185 do i=0, midpts
   186
   187  do t=−1,1,2
   188    do j=1, d
   189      qq1(j) = qq1(j)+dx*t
   190      pot(2)=myValue(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr,dx)
   191      if (pot(2)<pot(1)) then
   192       pot(1)=pot(2)
   193      else 
   194        qq1(j)=qq1(j)−dx*t
   195      end if 
   196    end do 
   197  end do
   198
   199 if (i<2.or.i>midpts−2)then
   200  write(4,*) qq1
   201  write(4,*) vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   202 end if
   203
   204 end do
   205
   206 write(*,*) "done"
   207 write(4,*) "verification"
   208 write(4,*) "derivatives"
   209
   210 do j=1,d
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   211
   212  addIt=0
   213  qq1(j)=qq1(j)+dx
   214  addIt= addIt+vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   215  qq1(j)=qq1(j)−dx
   216  addIt= addIt−vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   217
   218  addIt=addIt/dx
   219
   220  write(4,*) addIt
   221
   222 end do
   223
   224 write(4,*) "Hessian"
   225
   226 do j=1,d
   227  do t=1,d
   228
   229  addIt=0
   230
   231   if (t.ne.j) then
   232     addIt= addIt+vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr) 
   233     qq1(j)=qq1(j)+dx
   234     addIt= addIt−vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   235     qq1(j)=qq1(j)−dx
   236     qq1(t)=qq1(t)+dx
   237     addIt= addIt−vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   238     qq1(j)=qq1(j)+dx
   239     addIt= addIt+vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   240     qq1(j)=qq1(j)−dx
   241     qq1(t)=qq1(t)−dx
   242   else
   243     addIt= addIt+vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   244     qq1(j)=qq1(j)+dx
   245     addIt= addIt−2*vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   246     qq1(j)=qq1(j)+dx
   247     addIt= addIt+vbar(qq1,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)
   248     qq1(j)=qq1(j)−2*dx
   249   end if
   250
   251   addIt=addIt/dx/dx
   252   write(4,*)  addit
   253  end do
   254 end do
   255
   256 deallocate (qw)
   257 deallocate (le)
   258 deallocate (ri)
   259 deallocate (le2)
   260 deallocate (ri2)
   261 deallocate(qq)
   262 deallocate(qq2)
   263 deallocate(pot)
   264 deAllocate(Coeffs)        !                   |
   265 deAllocate(Powers)     !                   |
   266 deAllocate(rad)                    !                   |
   267 deAllocate(arrae)
   268 deAllocate(terms)
   269 rewind(15)
   270 rewind(180)
   271
   272 end program
   273
   274 function vbar(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr)               

            !potential
   275 integer:: b,d,z,y,coeffs_len,ierr
   276 real*8,dimension(d)::q,qq
   277  real*8,dimension(coeffs_len,d)::Powers
   278 integer,dimension(ierr,coeffs_len)::terms
   279  real*8,dimension(coeffs_len)::Coeffs
   280  real*8:: vbar, nscal,vari,addIt
   281 integer::j,k,l,z2,c2
   282 !real,external::f,di
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   283
   284 q=qq*nscal
   285 vbar=0
   286
   287 Do z2=1,coeffs_len 
   288   vari=1
   289   addIt=1
   290   Do z=1,ierr
   291     if (terms(z,z2).ne.0) then
   292       vari=vari*q(terms(z,z2))
   293     end if
   294   end do
   295   vbar=vbar+Coeffs(z2)*vari
   296 end do
   297
   298 vbar=vbar
   299 return
   300 end function
   301
   302 function factorial(i)
   303 integer::ii
   304 real*8::i,factorial
   305 factorial=1
   306 do ii=1,nint(i)
   307 factorial=factorial*ii
   308 end do
   309 return 
   310 end function
   311
   312 function myValue(qq,d,Powers,Coeffs,coeffs_len,nscal,terms,ierr,dx)
   313 !potential
   314 integer:: b,d,z,y,coeffs_len,ierr
   315 real*8,dimension(d)::q,qq
   316  real*8,dimension(coeffs_len,d)::Powers
   317 integer,dimension(ierr,coeffs_len)::terms
   318  real*8,dimension(coeffs_len)::Coeffs
   319  real*8:: myValue, nscal,vari,addIt,vba,vba2,dx
   320 integer::j,k,l,z2,c2,t
   321 !real,external::f,di
   322 myValue=0
   323 q=qq*nscal
   324 vba=0
   325 Do z2=1,coeffs_len
   326   vari=1
   327   addIt=1
   328   Do z=1,ierr
   329     if (terms(z,z2).ne.0) then
   330       vari=vari*q(terms(z,z2))
   331     end if
   332   end do
   333   vba=vba+Coeffs(z2)*vari
   334 end do
   335
   336 Do j=1,d
   337 vba2=0
   338 q(j)=q(j)+dx
   339 Do z2=1,coeffs_len
   340   vari=1
   341   addIt=1
   342   Do z=1,ierr
   343     if (terms(z,z2).ne.0) then
   344       vari=vari*q(terms(z,z2))
   345     end if
   346   end do
   347   vba2=vba2+Coeffs(z2)*vari
   348 end do
   349 myValue=myValue+(vba2−vba)*(vba2−vba)
   350 end do
   351
   352 myValue=myValue
   353 return
   354 end function
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